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United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Murray, Ky., Monday

Public Hearing Set On
Improvements To River

Afternoon, May 17, 1971

Calvary Temple Is
Holding Revival

100 Per Copy

Vol.

I.XXXXII No. 116

Nixon Calls For Emergency
Legislation To Force Railroad
Men Back To Work To July 1

Revival services started
Sunday evening, May 16, at the
Calvary Temple, First Pentecostal Church of God, Chestnut
A public hearing is scheduled about $17.00 per acre. This does 83 miles," the spokesman said.
and Cherry Streets.
for Monday,?y24, 1971 at 8:00 not include flood damage to It is estimated that the project
Rev. L. R. Whitineck of
p.m. in the Circuit Courtroom, urban properties and roads.
would reduce flood damages on Phoenix, Arizona, is the
By DONALD FINLEY
time, Nixon said a continued
Marshall County Courthouse, at The Corps of Engineers is some 8000 acres of flood plain evangelist for the meeting. He
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Rail- national strike "would cause
Benton for considering im- prepared to carry out a program lands
approximately has travelled extensively in
by
road signalmen went on strike great hardship to all Americans
provements to Clarks River for of clearing and snagging on the $97,700.00.
additional evangelistic meetings and fOr the
An
today, shutting down the and strike a serious blow at the
the purpose of flood control. All main channel of Clarks River. $13,300.00 in redevelopment
nation's rail lines, and Pres- nation's economy."
past few years has a missionary
property owners affected and
This project would involve the benefits could be expected, for a
ident Nixon proposed emergen- "It * essential that our
ministry in Old Mexico.
removal
interested parties are invited and
of logs, snags, fallen total annual benefit of 8110,000.00.
Services will be held each
railroads continue to operate,'
OM.
urged to attend.
trees, gravel, and sand bars, and
evening at 7:30 p.m. with special
the President said.
The Nashville District Corps of other debris from the stream This does not take into account singing and preaching at each
The President recommended An informal coke party in
Engineers as well as the Ken- channel, aCcording to the. Corps many incidental benefits such as service, according to Rev. John
that Congress promptly enact honor of senior and graduate
tucky Department of Natural of Engineers. Banks would be location of potential industry,
DeWater, pastor of the church.
legislation to extend the present students at Murray State
Resources will be represented. cleared of dense growth of vines with resulting increased payrolls
Dr. Forrest
Pogue
contract negotiation between University will be held on the
The Corps of Engineers reports and trees. No drainage ditch in the area.
the president's
U e signalmen, union and the lawn of Oakhurst,campus,
from 9
that thousands of acres of would be cut, a spokesman said.
residence on the
railroads until July 1.
agricultural
a.m. May 19.
lands
11:30
are "The clearing and snagging "This project which is now
to
He further asked Labor
periodically flooded in the Clarks would begin at the junction of •thhi reach of people of the four
Blankenship,
Macon
Secretary James D. Hodgson to
River basin, resulting in average East Fork with West Fork, up- .11 ties of Calloway, Graves,
Sparks, university
personnel manager of the
follow the situation closely as it Dr. Harry
McCracken
annual damages of $506,000.00 or stream on East Fork to Kentucky arshall,and
Mrs. Sparks have
and
Murray
Division
of
the
president,
11 deliver the main address
it developed and to continue
By Divehi McIntosh
Highway 121 bridge,a distance of unties, is the culmination of
Tappan Company,said due
Invited faculty and staff memboth
assisting
sides
of
the
ntitled
The
Challenge of
50 miles, on West Fork from the ver 35 years of effort by conspouses to attend
to railroad work stoppage,
Dr., Forrest C. Pogue,
dispute. He said that if no bers and their
rship."
•
same junction to Kentucky High- erned property owners, in. ternationally-known histor
congratulations to
the plant will close down at
to
extend
settlement had been reached by
and civic groups of these and biographer and executive Outgoing president Richard
way 80 bridge, a distance of 21
who will be awarded
the end of the regular shift,
June 21, it should be reported students
Petty of Nashville will install
miles, and the main stem, an counties," the spokesman con. director of the Marshall
17,
=tit
further
in June and August.
today, May
degrees
to
him
and Congress.
ogue, a native of Crittenden
additional 12 miles, for a total of luded.
notice.
at ounty and former Murray State
Foundation
Research
The signalmen, who maintain
Oakhurst, which has been the
Arlington, Va., will be installed faculty member, along with the
and install signal equipment, home of the university president
as the new president of the other new officers-Mrs. Martha cy legislation to force the men struck • when the railroads since 1936, will be open to
Murray State University Alumni Robertson.Ellison of Louisville as back to work until at least July refused to meet their demands visitors.
The 1971 Miss MurrayAssociation May 29.
for wage increases almost
president-elect and State Sen. 1,
Calloway County Fair beauty
The 1931 cum laude graduate of William A. Logan of Madisonville
pageant will be presented
Within five hours rkfter the double what other rail unions
Murray State will officially take as vice-president.
13,000-man Brotherhood of Rail- have accepted.
Monday, July 12, at the Miss Lottye Salter, prominent Hospital.She was 71 years of age.
the reins of the organization Board members of the
was
Murray
teacher
The
fairgrounds, Mrs. Don Keller, local school teacher, was claimed
way Signalmen went on strike, Key members of Congress
during the annual alumni association who will take office effectively shutting down all pledged in advance to give
pageant chairman, has an- by death on Saturday at nine p.m. named as an assistant professor
banquet in the ballroom of the are: Mrs. I3arbaranelle Harris rail passenger and freight prompt consideration to Nixon's
nounced.
at the Murray-Calloway Couaty in the Department of Education,
Murray State University; in 1980 Waterfield Student Union Erwin and George Ed Waldrop of traffic, the Florida White House request. Veteran observers said
The Sigma Department of the
and served until 1964 when illness Building
Murray, William Thomas Jeffrey announced Nixon's plan to that in spite of traditional
Murray Woman's Club will
forced her retirement. Prior to Senior class members at the of Lexington, State Rep. Richard Congress, calling for a new reluctance of lawmakers to
sponsor the contest for the eighth
Seven persons, injured in acenact legislation during a labor
her appointment at the university will be the guests of
year in conjunction with the
round of negotiations.
'Continued on Page Ten)
cidents, were treated at the
the association for the banquet,
emergency,
University,
she
had
served
as
Congress
would
joint
passage
of
a
Urging
Murray Jaycees, and all
Nixon emergency room of the Murrayfifth grade teacher at the Murray which will also include presenresolution to halt the shutdown likely approve the
proceeds will benefit the summer
Calloway County Hospital on
tation
of
the
eighth
annual
from
1945 to 1960.
Training School
that started at 6:01 a.m. local (Continued on Page Ten)
kindergarten sponsored by the
Saturday and Sunday with one
Miss Salter received her B. S. Distinguished Professor Award,
Sigma Department.
person being admitted,according
and Master's degrees from introduction of scholarship
Any girl who is a resident of
to
hoipital officials.
winners
and
recognition
of
three
Peabody
College,
NashGeorge
Calloway County and has comDallas L Adams, age 20, of
ville, Tenn. Her first position as new recipients of distinguished
pleted her junior or senior year in
Mayfield Route Seven,is listed In
teacher was at the Hardin alumni awards.
i Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
high school this past school year
satisfactory condition this
School,
located
on
the
Grammar
vice-president
for
administrative
is eligible to enter. Contestants
Edwin 0. Norris of Kinsport,
morning at the hospital after
Mayfield Highway, in Calloway Tenn.,a 1950 graduate of Murray affairs at Murray State
will be entertained by the contest
having been admitted after being
other
1920.
Her
County
in
named
to
nwersity,
has
been
State and a prominent attorney.
lignmittee Waal the weehirler.
•, leaching positions have been at
participate in a one-week Robert Glin Jeffrey, Principal science, math,and social studies. intarad in a ear.aCeitteat. He
to the pageant mid wifl pirsuffered a back injury.
Church
Hill
School
in
Christian
ticipate in radio interviews and
Private Robert M. Beach semmar on "Issues in College of the newly formed Murray In addition, they will be able to Saturday at 6:15 p.m. Gary
County 1923-24; Murray City
TV appearances.
and University Administration" Middle School, has announced choose an elective course such as
Schools 1924-27; Cullowee, N. C., Completes Basic Training . at ;be University of California in plans for next year's school band or vocal music, which will Burkeen,age 20, of 412 Sycamore
Planning for the event began
Street, Murray, was treated for a
school 1928-30; Murray State FT. KNOX, Ky. —Arrnyi Berkley July 13-24.
last week with a meeting of
program. The Murray Middle last the entire year. If the student back injury sustained in a car
Training
Schools
1930-32;
committee chairmen at the home
Private Robert M. Beach, 17, son, SponsDred by the Ford School, which will be located on does not take an elective, he may accident.
Program
for the present high school campus, choose four exploratory courses,
of the general chairman, Mrs.
of Mrs. Mary L. Beach, 2656 Foundation
(Continued on Page Ten)
Robbie Hibbard, age fourteen,
Keller. Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., Is
LeRoy Lane, Orchard Lake,' Research in University Ad- will contain grades five through one for each nine-week interval. West Dogwood Drive,
Murray,
assistant chairmanl Contest
Mich., recently completed eight ministration, the seminar will eight.
Exiurgiles of exploratory courses sustained a fracture of the left
advisors are Mrs. Hal Houstor
weeks of basic training at the u I deal with those issues in higher "The purpose of this school is to include typing, crafts, or art. arm in a bicycle accident. He was
and Mrs. Ron Christopher.
S. Army Training Center Arrnor education management which provide a smooth transition from The school day will run from treated at 2:55
p.m. Saturday.
Other committee chairmen are
Ft. Knox, Ky.
the participants consider to be, elementary to high school," Fred approximately 8:30 a.m. to 2:45 Larry Tabers, age
19, .of
Mrs. W. J. Pittman, telephone;
Schultz, superintendent said. p.m. This time will be divided Murray Route Two, was
He received instruction in drill; the most critical.
treated
Mrs. Buddy Valentine, stage
and ceremonies, weapons, map ! A 1946 graduate of Murray "The transition is from a basic into large blocks of time ac- for multiple lacerations on
decoration; Mrs. Allen Russell.
reading,combat tactics, military : State, Dr. Hogancamp joined the self-contained classroom which cording to the grade level and the Sunday at three a.m. He was
publicity; Mrs. Bethel Richard
courtesy, military justice, first: faculty in 1948 as an instructor in we find at the fourth grade level needs of the students, Schultz reported injured in a car acson, finance; Mrs. Hunt Smock. The Murray-Calloway Jaycees Pearly McClure, and Paul aid, and army history anct*the Department of Commerce. of our elementary schools to the said. The lunch period will be cident.
piro.
judges; Mrs. Delores Warner, mjoyed a country ham dinner
Four years later, he was i named highly departmentalized ninth thirty minutes, and the campus Three persons, injured in
traditions.
and
heard
a
Speak
keynote
Up certificates were Pvt. Beach's
speech
by
rehearsal; Mrs. H. W. Wilson,
newly- grade of Murray High School.' of the middle school will be motorcycle accidents, were
father, Robert 1, chairman of the
music; Mrs. John Gregory, County Judge Robert 0. Miller at presented to Skip Crook, Don Beach, lives at 510 South 12th St , designated Department of Each student will have four closed.
treated. Dorothy Tucker, age
correspondence; Mrs. Don the Annual Installation banquet, Doran, Paul Fleming, Curtis Murray.
Business, and in 1965 became basic courses: language arts, "Several new innovative ideas seventeen, Murray Route Three,
Triangle Hart, Mike Lyons, Pearly McHenry, equipment and program; Friday at the
dean of the newly-created School
will be put into use in the Murray suffered multiple abrasions and
Clure, Jerry McCoy, Ray
Mrs. Buddy Buckingham, coke Restaurant.
of Business at the university.
Middle School, the superin- was treated at 7:05 p.m. SaturNewsome,
Tom
Parrott,
Jimmy
party; Mrs. James Parker, Outgoing president Paul
He was named to his present
tendent said. "There will be some day. Larry Madsen,age 22, of 506
awards; Mrs. Rob Ray, mer- Shapiro introduced Judge Miller. Rickman, Paul Shapiro, Van
Post in the spring of 1 .
team teaching during large Pine Street, Murray, was treated
Waugh, Billy Wilson, and Phil
chants.
blocks of time, team planning in Sunday at three p.m. for multiple
Who posed the question to the Wolfe.
Any girl interested in par- audience "if $100f000
related areas of the curriculum, abrasions. Sunday at 1045 a.m.
Proi2.rati,
nnounced
R.
Jaycee
L.
'of
the
Month
Cooper,
CerHealth
ticipating in the beauty pageant available for community imA
flexible Leonard K. Morris, age 29, of
Donal R. Rowlett Now
modified
and
is asked to call Mrs. Keller at 753- provements, how could it best be tificates were presented for the Coordinator for Calloway Count
scheduling."
Employment
Mayfield
The
Murray Route Three, suffered a
4498 or Mrs. Boone at 753-2949. used?" Then he opened the floor past year: June, Lubie Parrish; Health Department, announced Aboard The USS Sampson Service Office has announced the
The students of Murray Middle possible fracture of the left foot
July, Jim Irby; August John today that the pre-school clinii
funding and approval of a class School for the school year 1971-72 and ankle, according to the
to general discussion, where Youngerman and Dale Outland; for Faxon School scheduled for
many deserving ideas were September, Paul Shapiro; Oc- Wednesday, May 19, has been Navy Petty Officer Third Class for Licensed Practical Nurses to are presently filling out pre- hospital report.
Donal R. Rowlett, son of Mr. and be held in Murray, Kentucky, registration forms.
brought forth.
tober, Paid Fleming; November, changed to Thursday, May N.
Jeffrey said that this school
After the speech, Van Waugh, Ray Newsome and Pearly ,Mc• because of a conflict in sh- Mrs. Buford 0. Rowlett of Pine with a tentative starting date of
Bluff Shores, New Concord, June$14, 1971. This is the fourth will be a challenge to the comnewly elected Area Vice- Clure; December, Van Waugh; ceduling.
The
aboard the guided missile class of-this kind to be funded munity, and he solicits the inCalloway
County President from Murray,installed
January, Skip Crook; February "We regret this change but it destroyer USS Sampson,
Association
which is under the ManpoWer Develop- terest and cooperation of the
for
Retarded the new officers of the Jaycee- C. P. Williams;
could not be avoided,- Cooper
May,
Wayne
Children will hold its regular'ettes, an auxiliary organization
participating in the North ment and Training Act, a students and parents of this new
Elerich and Steve Weatherford said.
Twenty-two persons were cited
monthly meeting on Tuesday, composed of Jaycee wives. New
Atlantic Treaty Organization spokesman said.
school.
by the Murray Police DepartMay 18, at 7:30 p.m.at the Mental Jaycee-ette officers installed Dennis Woodall, Secretary
(NATO) training exercise The training will be adment on Saturday and Sunday,
Health and Mental Retardation were Mrs. C. P.(Jean) Williams, Kentucky Jaycees, presented
"DAWN PATROL 71" in the ministered by Tilghman Area
"Key Man Award" to Paul
according to citation reports.
Center, Main Street, Murray.
Mediterranean
Sea.
president; Mrs. Pearly (Pat)
Vocational School at the Murray
They were four for public
An election of officers for the McClure, vice-president; Mrs. Fleming for his outstanding
The exercise involves more School of Practical Nursing,
performance
during
the
last
drunkenness, four for driving
new year will be held. All Paul (Barbara) Fleming,
than
ranging
in
size
60
ships,
the
with
affiliated
The women of the Oaks
which is
year.
while intoxicated and no
members are urged to attend as secretary; and Mrs. Wayne
fast Murray -Calloway County
Wake Sexton, Area Vice- Country Club will have their from aircraft carriers to
operator's license, one for
this will be the last meeting of the (Gerry) Elerick, treasurer.
Patrol boats, and 300 aircraft Hospital.
The Music Department of the
President, conducted
the regular ladies day golf at the club
current school year.
from the U. S., Oreece, Italy, "This training is of 50 Murray Woman's Club will meet drinking beer in public, one for
Next on the program was swearing in of the new officers: on Wednesday, May 19.
reckless driving, one for no
presentation of awards in four Ray Newsome, internal vice- Tee off time will be at nine a IT1 Turkey and the United Kingdom. weeks duration and will acTuesday, May 18, at 7:30 p.m. at operator's license and public
exercise,
the
During the
areas of Jaycee Leadership president; Skip Crook, external Pairings will be made at the tee
commodate 20 trainees," the the club house with the program drunkenness, three for no state
Training Program, SPOKE, vice-president; Pearly McClure, Della Boggs will be the golf combined NATO force will spokesman said. "Some will be to be presented by the Music inspection sticker, one for no
Perform simulated wartime air eligible for training allowances Department.
Sparkplug,Speak Up,and Jaycee'secretary; C. P. Williams, hostess.
state inspection sticker and
strikes, anti-submarine warfare depending
eligibility Mrs. Sam Knight, chairman, carrying a
on
of the Month. SPOKE winners treasurer; and Joe Doran, Dave
loaded deadly
sur- requirements."
tactics, air defense,
urges all members to attend. weapon, three for no operator's
Mostly fair will prevail in were C. P. William and Jimmy Houston, and Jerry McCoy,
amphibious
and
veillance,
and
Service
Employment
The
Hostesses will be Mesdames C. C. license, one for no operator's
Kentucky through Tuesday ex- Rickman. Sparkplug winners directors.
operations.
Tilghman Area Vocational Lowry, Robert E. Johnson, Dale license and expired inspection
cept for widely scattered to were Paul Fleming, Mike Lyons, Paul Shapiro made his final
is
"DAWN PATROL 71"
School, Paducah, Kentucky, Nance, Joe Prince, Hugh Noff- sticker, one for no operator's
isolated showers in the northeast
remarks as outgoing president.
designed to test the skills of ships work together jointly under the singer, Maurice Humphreys,
section of the state tonight.
EMBARRASSED TRAVELER New president Paul Fleming was Miss Paula Cook will be inlicense and no state inspection
Lows tonight will be mostly in SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)—Al installed by Dennis Woodall, stalled as worthy advisor of crews and evaluate the., reliability Manpower Development and James Kline, and John R. sticker, one for speeding,
of their equipment.
Training Act to meet the training Thompson.
the 50s. Highs today dower 80s. Meakin used the city's munici- Kentucky Jaycee Secretary. Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of
reckless driving, and fleeing a
needs of the area.
Lows tonight upper 50s and highs pal railway system to get to a Fleming expressed thanks to the the Rainbow Girls at the meeting
police officer, and one for
PROGRAM
CANCELED
are
persons
interested
Tuesday upper 80s.
conference on how to convince membership for his election and to be held Tuesday. May 18, at The program that had been All
disregarding a stop sign and red
requested to contact the Emlight and illegal possession of
commuters to use public commended Paul Shapiro for a seven p.m. at the Masonic Hall. Planned forrhe Douglas ComEXTENDED OUTLOOK
ployment Service, 319 South
alcohol.
transportation instead of their tremendous job during the recent The worthy advisor-elect is the munity Center has been canMayfield,
KenStreet.
Seventh
daughter of Mr. and Mts. Al% in
Registration for the fall term of
Chance of showers in the .cars.
year and presented him with a
celled
due
to
-lunforeseen
possible.
tucky, as soon as
Cook and is a student at Murray
the kindergarten at the Memorial
western portiog Wednesday and Meakin, a member of San plaque of "Grateful Approblems according to a
High School.
Baptist Church is continuing at
developing over the state by Francisco Tomorrow, told the preciation". Then Fleming
sPokesman for the program
the church, according to the
Saturday
that
it
took
NOTICE
meeting
KITTENS
FREE
Thursday. Showers ending
remarked on opportunities and
Now You Know
,
church spokesman.
Friday and turning cooler. him an hour and 35 minutes to plans for future civic projeets. By tJuited Prom International
black,
If you do not receive your
Kittens, two white, one
.
FHEE DOG
Openings are still available for
Wednesday and Thursday highs get from his home to the Concluding his speech, he
paper by its p.m. call 753More than 200,000 tons
and one gray, seven weeks Old, both the tnorning and afternoon
said,
conference.
But
by
car,
he
in the Mk and lows in the 60..
appointed Joe Allbritten Public abraded rubber from autonii - A dog, part Collie, eight months are 'free to persons for pets. See
9269 between 6:00 and 6:30
sessions. The tuition is $15.00 per
Friday lows in 57s and.highs-in-he-xould.have—matle. it
Reiations-Chairmanand-thrnrny tido-firer-arty-tett-orr
ar9ll0-Sy‘aimoie Street or
_
— _ feetritrauMeone tera
For
fnönthir
child
infoRna
flair
70s.
minutes.
Riekman ac Charter Chaplain. highways evity year.
F6? information c4ll 753-6V24. - 753-2531
call the chUrCr—office -753:3162.
41
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Party To Honor
Seniors and Grad
Students Wednesday

Forrest Pogue To Be Installed
President At MSU Alumni Fete

Tappan
To Close

Beauty Pageant
Planned For
County Fair
Miss Lottye Sui er, Teacher Of
City And County, Passes Away

Persons Injured
In Accidents
Treated Here

Hogancamp To Attend
Seminar In Berkley

Plans For Middle
School Announced

Jaycees Hold Annual
Installation Banquet

Pre-School Clinic
At Faxon Changed

LPN CIass

Children's Group
To Meet Tuesday

Twenty-Two Cited
By The City Police

Ladies Day Will
Be Held At Oaks

Music Department
Meets On Tuesday

The Weather

Miss Paula Cook
To Be Installed

Registration Now
For Kindergarten

—
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Ten Years Ago Today
=DO=

moo PI=

Deaths reported are Bun H. Crawford, age 68, of Lynn Grove,
and Monroe J. Mitchell, age 57, of Almo Route One. Both died
yesterday.
Murray High School Student Council officers are Richard Hurt,
president, Jimmy Olila, vice-president, Andrea Sykes,secretary,
and Patsy Purdom, treasurer.
The Murray State Track Team beat Western in a meet here
yesterday 11914 to 114 sweeping six events and placing first in
every event.
Joe Morgan, commissioner of education from the state of
Tennessee, and native of Puryear, Tenn., will speak at the
Murray State College Alumni Banquet on May 27.

WIN $1 MILLION — Puerto Rico - born Pablo Jusino
(right) and wife Margaret seem to bear up well as they
receive their New Jersey lottery prize of $1 million in
Trenton, from Maj. Gen./William Sharp, State Defense
Department chief of staff. Jusino operates- his—own
hardware business in Philadelphia.

GOOD NEWS TODAY

20 Years Ago Today
Lamina•Timis 11112

-Robert M. Barrow,Seaman First Class, USN,of Murray Route
five is serving aboard the fast destroyer USS Osbourn Dd 646 in
Korean waters.
Alsey B. Young of Bolivar, Tenn., died suddenly yesterday
morning while vacationing with a group of men at the George
Hart cabin on Kentucky Lake.
The City of Murray has been placed on the honor rolp of the
National Traffic Safety contest for going through the year 1950
without a single traffic fatality.
Johnny Mac Carter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Carter, has
received a reserve commission in the U. S. Navy. He is on the
editorial staff of the Better Homes and Gardens, Des Moines
Iowa.

.• •

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The trouble with the world is not people, as some
orators and preachers say, but geography. People
can't be blamed for being in the wrong place at the
right time, like when your neighbor arrives unexpectedly as you and his wife are kissing like it is your
last kiss—which it probably was.
"What is worse than kiss-and-tell is
kiss-and-get-caught."
—Abe Waterhill in "Away We Go"

Bible Thought
He that bath the Son bath life; and be that bath not the Son of
God loth sot life.--I John 5:12.
God said it. You better believe it.

•
•
• WHAT DO YOU WANT IN A •
•
STATE SENATOR?
A friend who will work for your interests in
• Frankfort .. .
OR

*

•
A Senator who will try to capitalize on every
* opportunity to promote his political ambitions. •
•
*
THINK HARD ABOUT IT AND ELECT
•

British 'dial-a
-story' has
LaGuardia touch

Auto leasing becoming
an alternative to buying

If you've been around long
enough anti have a sharp
memory, you will recall the
days in New York City when
Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia
endeared himself to thousands
of children by reading the
funny papers over the radio.
Well, the British post office,
which also runs England's
telephone
system,
has
a
program
inaugurated
reminiscent of the LaGuardia
broadracis.
Each evening, just before
beddy-by time for the kiddies,
bedtime stories are available
by telephone to the children of
London. Their parents or
nursemaids merely dial a
specific number and over the
telephone comes a recorded
voice relating.stories frbin a j
collection of 50 based on a
British Broadcasting Corp.
television series.
The post office also offers
gardening hints earlier in the
day. The garden buff just dials
the same number and — presto
— picks up some tips on the
care and feeding of roses or
perhaps instructions on how to
grow firm radishes or pithless
turnips.
British postal officials say if
the idea catches on in London
as they anticipate it will, the
programs might be widened to
include other popular subjects,
such as hints on fish line
casting or golf and tennis.
*
*
*
While the award of a "garbage"schoTarship may seem to
lack glamor, a student ecology
group at Upsets College in East
Orange, N. J., thinks it's a
great idea.
So these environment-

a paper bag.
The ring had disappeared
recently when the Zdrowski
family moved from one house
to another. Police had
questioned the moving men and
threatened them with lie
detector tests alaless the ring
turned up.
*
*
*
A community group which
calls itself the Eastside Health
Action Corp. may have an
answer
to
overcrowded
hospital emergency rooms
across the nation.
Its project is getting under
way at Penfield, east of
Rochester, and will offer
outpatient care to more than
130,000 residents of five towns
and three villages in Monroe
and Wayne counties of upstate
New York,:
The center has been the'work
and the dream of the.grolip for
seven years. Finally it has
raised enough money to open
the center, with the help of a
$35,000 "seed money" grant by
the Xerox Corp.
The corporation, comprised
of business and professional
people from the two counties, is
developing a medical complex
offering comprehensive health
care to area residents. There
will be medical specialists, a
rehabilitation center, facilities
for long-term illness care and a
mental health clinic.
"'This kind of center is the
• only answer to the problem of
shrinking medical servicain a
growing community," says
Douglas Whitney, a Fairport,
N. Y.,attorney and corporation
chairman. "We hope • it will
reduce the number of hospital
beds being tied up by people
who should be cared for as
nu patient."
Dr. C. Robert Dean,
associate regional health
director_for the U. S. Public
Health Service, predicts the
"splendid example" of a
citizen-created project will
serve as a prototype for other
communities across the nation.
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A thought for today: American writer Bernard de Voto
said, "Pessimism is only the
name that men with weak
nerves give to wisdom."
Now You Know
By called Press International
The United States exports
more to Canada than it does to
Britain,
West
Germany,
France, Italy, Belgium, the
Netherlands and Luxemburg
combined. It imports more
from Canada than from Japan,
Britain, Austria, Denmark,
Norway, Sweden, Portugal andSwitzerland combined. uoeumen
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) MGM's documentary department is producing "The Ape
People," an hour-long television special from Geoffrey
Bourne's book for beaming this
fall.
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By FRED D
UPI Sports V
The Pittsburgh I'
the New York Mets
demonstration Suncil
could have the "Ca
the National Le,
Division race apt/
He's reliever Dayi
he proved to be t
factor last year in
victory over the
Chicago Cubs in the
race. A journeyman
.500-record until I
when he had a 9-3
26 saves, Giusti star
season with rivals
to know: "Can he tit
was he a one-year
The answer seem
Giusti can do it ag
he came out of '
Sunday to cut off
ninth-inning rally ai
a 4-2 victory for Da
the Pirates. The sa
eighth of the seas
that rate, he might
league mark by the
season.
The victory en
Pirates to salvago
game of the threei
and cut the Mets'
lead to two game
closeout perfonnanc
daily significant b
reliever Tug Me
touched for two r
bottom of the eight
the Pirates to take
into the ninth.
The Pirates cli
victory when single
Hebner and Al (
Robertson's double
pitch produced the
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co-chairmen for th
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teams, coaches and
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computation) the customer
automobile, however, and save
must come up with the $500
yourself the large initial cash
diftereqce or drive the
outlay required in a normal car
automobile until he has paid as
The deal sounded promising purchase.
much into it as it is worth.
3n television.
Instead, the auto leasing
Open-end leasing may seem
"For only $55 a month, you company would require a
it
can drive a new car,folks,-the minimal refundable_deposit — late- -More of a bargatn--to- the
• salesinwi saki, "
because of the of- Yes,11- brandas little as $50 —=uninitiated
* As YOU Next SENATOR frorn the FIRST
* new automobile for mere sometiinesplus the first month's lease ten-lower monthly premiums. minded youngsters are offering
* SENATORIAL DISTRICT
pennies a day and there is no payment of about $110 plus
"Some open-end deals are two "garbage" scholarships
4.
(Paid for by Cherie.0.Davis as his own Treasurer)
down payment, not a single licensing fe-IST-You could drive just fine," says leasing agent worth $35 each. The money is
dollar. Come see us today. out of the
can being raised from funds
***************** We'll put YOU in the driver's than $200. dealership for less George Mason. "But you
collected by recycling waste
don't
you
if
stung
really get
cans, bottles and paper.
seat."
:month
$50
a
watch it. Those
The scholarships are to. be
Fade-out.
The leasing agreement you payments on a Cadillac may
What the salesman was would have signed would cover make you feel like a iwArdEd to freshmen who show DAPOR ANT BIRTH
RICHMOND, England (UPI)
wasn't
an normally 12,24 or 36 months. At millionaire, but pretty soon yew an interest in restoring- and
promoting
earth's
en- —Seven-year-Old David Trustautomobile purchase pitEl: but the end gf the lease period the are going .to have to pay the protecting
a lease plan, and automobile car is returned and appraised. piper and come up with enough vironment. They must have man-eve was so happy when his
leasing is becoming more and
had high school scholastic pet hamster, Sunflower, had
It is at this point that auto cash to cover the car."
averages no higher than a "B." babies, he placed an announcemore popular, not only within leasing begins to vary.
the business community which
Gordon Peabody, chairman of ment in the Times of London. It
There are two principal types
has traditionally favored such of leases: open and closed. At
Upsala's Students for an read: "Hamster. On 12th of
arrangements, but with in- the end of a "closed-end" lease,
Ecologically Aware Society, May at Tower House School to
dividuaLs,as well.
the value of the car becomes
thought that needed explaining. Sunflower and Herbert. Several
According to Automotive the responsibility of the dealer.
"An 'A' student," he says, children."
Fleet' Magazine. there. are If at the end of the lease period,
"spends too much time
21
million the car is not worth what the
currently
***•*
studying and doesn't have the rat*** a***
automobiles on lease in the dealer had forecasted it to be,
-time for active involvement in 4
11
,
Adults All •
Of
that
figure, the customer an just walk
United States.
SEATS SHOWS*
the ecology movement."
•
slightly more than 800,000 units away and forget it
t.
•
While
there
are
no
strings
*
are being leased by individuals,
attached to the "garbage"
not huge corporations.
gA`kl
(MIA'
\
If he has paid $3.000 on a
scholarships,the ecology group •
There are some variations
$4,500 automobile, for example,
hopes the $35 will be recycled •
'II
dealer
to
dealer,
but
from
and
the
dealer
had
figured
the
back into some sort of
automobile leasing follows this
vehicle's worth to be $1,500 at
educational channel. Peabody
general pattern:,
the end of the lease period, all
— ANNOUNCEMENT,—
says.
Say you want a 1971 Buick is well and goixt The customer
*
*
*
In announcing my candidacy for City Councilman, I am
LeSabre sedan. Optioned out
can pay the dealer the $1,500 for
runs down CITY NAB—
bettoit has had more than its
aware of the responsibilities of this office. I am now serving
the way you want it — power the automobile and own it
share of bombings and bomb
steering and brakes, automatic
in this capacity and have worked for the progress and Imthreats. So when Frank
transmission, AM-FM radio outright. Or he might sell the
provement of Our City. I have endeavored to represent the
car to a third party for $2,000,
Zdrowski
received
an
and air conditioning — the give the dealer
•
people to the best of my ability, and if elected on May 25, I
his $1,500 and
anonymous
telephone
call
do
this.
continue
to
will
sticker price comes to $5,150. If
pocket the difference.
advising him there was a
To those in Murray who do not know me. I was born la
you were to buy the car you
Mark
"present" awaiting him in a tin • 131V.s,g61
-(pen-end" leasing is a bit !NOY'S FASTEST — talks
Calloway County and have lived in Murray for twenty
could probably talk the dealer
Media, Pa.,
can behind his suburban •
more complicated, however At Donohue,
Irraintio '
down to about $4,500 for the car
years. I have worked with the city schools as Director of
newsmen after [lashMadison Heights service
•
with
the
end
of
the
lease
and
license.
With
a
tax
plus
•
agreenient. ing around the IndianapPupil Personnel for the Iasi fifteen years. lam married to the
Station,
.Frank
was sort of
It is the Customer who hold,
•
one-third
down
normal
. Its.
former Mary ton Waggoner and we reside at 602 Olive
fastthe
in
Speedway
leery.
.
Sometimes
cans
are
used
olis
responsibility
of abstirtling any
•
payment of 21,500, you would
Street.
time ever-181.09 mile:: to contain explosive charges. •
••—
•
loss
on
finance .23.000, at the going financial
ult. an hour
I appreciaie the nice vote I have received in the past and
a practice
in41
Zdrowski called police. They
automobile. If the customer
interest rate. Payments over a
sincerely solicit your vote and influence In the next election.
the Memorial
•
puked around gingerly and sure
has paid out 13,000 bn a $4.:.,i)j. round'. for classic. That's
three-year period would.run in
•
Day 500 mile
vehicle but the car is
•
I Paid Political
the neighborhood. qf .$90 a
.2te' .enaugh, the earLwAs there. it •
•
reiniVolits4:..14ratudjlter
. Thank .tello •
-•rentftMrff--nOt
-itardt.4taxia firfisurr.arritiiii
n"hoditrettra
month. -.-e-ms•-- Advertisement)
seconds -•
002
in
track
Prentice Li'Liiislfer
it.
at throub a preoi.tvrtiir...d
$2,000 diamond ring wrapped in'
You could lease that same
. .
•
'4
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

The Ahemeac
B y United Press International
Today is Monday, May 17, the
137th day of 1971.
The moon is in its last
quarter.
The morning
stars
are
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter
and Saturn.
The evening star is Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Taurus.
On this day in history:
In 1792 a group of 24 brokers
met under a buttonwood tree -in
New York City and formed the
stock market.
In 1954 the Supreme Court
ruled unanimously that racial
segregation in public schools
was unconstitutional.
In 1957 Egypt barred Israel
from sending merchant ships
through the Suez Canal.
In 1960 planned summit talks
in Paris between the United
States and Russia collapsed.
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev demanded an apology
from President Dwight D.
Eisenhower for U2 spy plane
flights over Russia.
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Dave Guisti Cuts Off Ninth
Inning Met Rally, Bucs Win

Calloway
High,
Murray
SPORTS
Canonero II Wins Second Split Doubleheader

By FRED DOWN
inning runs off McGraw. Nolan homer with none out in the 10th
UPI Sports Writer
Ryan suffered his first loss to give the Cubs the victory
The Pittsburgh Pirates gave
against five victories while after they trailed, 7-1. Hickthe New York Mets a first-hand
Ellis won his fifth game against man's blow came off Al
Calloway County and Murray
demonstration Sunday that they three
Santorini after Billy Williams
defeats.
split a doubleheader played
High
could have the "Case Ace" in
The Philadelphia Phillies beat walked to lead off the inning
:M
o flat)
---.Witha lern
the National League East
By RAY AYRES
at Murray High Friday night.
s went to second on a passed
the Atlanta Braves, 4-3, the
The complete
ile
change in
The Lakers won the opener 6-4,
Division race again this year.
UPI Sports Writer
Montreal Expos downed the ball. Ron Santo also homered
BALTIMORE, Md. (UPI)- tactics amazed everyone and
He's reliever Dave Giusti and
but the Tigers came back with a
or
the
Cubs
while
Larry
Stahl
Cincinnati Reds, 9-3, the Los
Canonero II, sold for $1,200 as a horsemen wondered what to
one-hitter pitched by David
he proved to be the decisive
Angeles Dodgers topped the San onnected for the Padres. It
crooked-legged yearling and expett on June 5 when
Hughes to win the second game 3factor last year in the Pirates' Francisco
was
the
sixth
victory
in
a
row
Giants, 9-8, the
garnishipped off to Venezuela to Canonero will try to complete
0.
victory over the Meta and
Houston Astros walloped the St. for the Cuba. The second
apparent obscurity, cannot be his sweep of the Triple Crown
Terry Yarbrough was the big
Chicago Cubs in the NL's East
Louis Cardinals, 12-4, and the will be completed on Aug. 4.
purchased for any price today, In the Belmont Stakes. Only
gun for Calloway in the first haff
race. A journeyman with a subChicago Cubs beat the San
following the colt's record- eight horses have done so but
of the two-game bout as he
.500-record until last season
Diego Padres, 9-8 in 10 innings
breaking victory Saturday in none In almost a quarter of a
slammed a 34-iin triple in the first
when he had a 9-3 record and
and led, 6-3, when their second
timing.
26 saves, Giusti started the 1971
the Preakness Stakes that gave century. Citation last pulled off
game was suspended after six
him two-thirds of the Triple the Triple in 1948.
season with rivals demanding innings
The host nine out hit Calloway
because of darkness in
"Only four, no more than four,
Crown.
to know: "Can he do it again or other NL
9-7 in the first game, but couldn't
National League
games.
an will run against him," predicted
was he a one-year wonder?"
overcome the three-run adG. AB R. H. Pct. "We already have had
The answer seems to be that In the Americn League, it Garr, AU
vantage.
35 145 27 58.400 offer of $4 million for him," Scialom while Jose V. Almenar,
spokes- another member of the
Giusti can do it again because was. Detroit 5 Washington Davis, LA
David Hughes WM within one
36 140 21 54.386 said Victory Scialom, a
he came out of the biillpen Minnesota 6 Chicago 2, Kansas Mlln, Ad
out of a no-hitter in the second
34 132 14 49 .371 man for owner Edgar Gaits* Venezuelan contingent who ac-,
Sunday to cut off the Meta' City over Oakland 10-4 after a Mays, SF
round when Steve Carraway,
32 110 24 40.364 and his wife who received the A-ted as an iiiterpreter, sighed:
ninth-inning rally and complete 4-2 loss and Milwaukee 6 Brock, St.L
Calloway's winning pitcher in the
34 137 27 49 .358 colt as a wedding present from acted as an interpreter, sighed:
a 4-2 victory for Dock Ellis and California 2. Cleveland at New Staub, Mont 27 96 17 34 .354 Pedro Baptista, his father-in- "Mementos, mementos, that
first game slammed a single up
is all winning tickets will be
the Pirates. The save was his York and Baltimore at Boston Torre, St.L
the middle.
35 133 22 46 .346 law.
eighth of the season, and at were rained out.
The District Tournament starts
31 104 16 35.337 "We turned the offer down. worth, he will pay so little in
Grote, NY
that rate, he might set a major Rookie Willie Montanez ac- Smmns, St.L 34 122 14 41 .336 All the money in the world the Belmont Stakes."
today at Murray High. The first
league mark by the end of the counted for all the Phillies' firrIsn, NY
game will be played today at
32 124 20 41 .331 couldn't buy this horse. No, I Canonero paid $19.40 in
runs with two homers and a
am not at liberty to reveal the winning the Kentucky Derby
season.
2:30. South Marshall will play
American League
Benton to open the Tournament.
The victory enabled the double as Rick Wise won his
G. AB R. H. Pet. person who made it," he added. and $8.80 in winning the
Tomorrow the second round
Pirates to salvage the last second game and Pat. Jarvis Oliva, Min
118 25 48 .407 Canonero's victory in the Preakness. He was co-favorite
n
Johnny Williams rounds third on his way home for one of will feature Murray High against
game of the three-game series lost his fifth straight. Mongnez, Murcer, NY 31 113 16 41 .363 Preakness was as startling as with Jim French who had
Murray High's three runs in the second half of a doubleheader
and cut the Mets' first-place now hitting .324, was described Kllbrw, Min
33 124 41 .331 his Kentucky Derby victory two finished second in the Kentucky Friday night against Calloway. Calloway won the first leg of the Calloway,and Wednesday, North
Rills Manager Frank Rchrdt, Chi 28 104 11 34 .327 week-Nogo was surprising:.
Derby and third in the
lead to two games. Giusti's by
Marshall will play the winner of
battle 64.
ckiseout performance was espe- Luccheen as "the best thing that Holt, Min
today's game.
31 86 7 28 .326 There have been count fleets Preakness behind Canonero and
(Staff photo by David Hill)
cially significant because Met has happened to Philadelphia Rojas, KC
The final will be Thursday at
37 143 21 46 .322 who have buried rivals in their Eastern Fleet.
have
There
with
speed.
dust
reliever Tug McGraw was since the Mettle beer."
4:30. All games will start at 4:30
.321
106
V
34
31
Yastr, Bos
touched for two runs in the Ron Hunt had three hits,and Unser, Wash 31 98 12 31 .316 been whirlaways who crushed
with the exception of today's,
bottom of the eighth, enabling John Bateman hit a three-run Smith, Bos
which will be at 2:30.
31 125 20 39 .312 opposition with devastating
stretch runs. To everyone's
the Pirates to take a 4-1 lead homer for the Expos, who
Home Runs
routed Red rookie Ross Grim- NATIONAL LEAGUE: Star- amazement, Canonero proved
GOSLIN FUNERAL RITES
into the ninth.
SALEM, N.J. (UPI)-Funeral
The Pirates clinched the sley in 1 2-3 innings. Clyde gell, Pitt 13; Aaron, Ad and he can do either in winning the
services for baseball Hall-Ofvictory when singles by Richie Mashore and Coco Laboy had Bench, an 12; Cepeda, Ad 10; second jewel in the Triple
By JOE CARNICELLI
imposed barrier of silence Tom Bradley. Rich Reese Farmer Goose Goslin will be
Bohner and Al Oliver, Bob two hits each for the Expos Williams, Chi and Bonds, SF 9. Crown.
UPI Sports Writer
around himself last year and it singled in Manuel, with Toyer held here Tuesday at 2 p.m.
Robertson's double and a wild while Tony Perez homered for AMERICAN LEAGUE: Oliva, The South American invader
pitch produced the two eighth- the Reds. Steve Renko went 7 1- Mhui 9; Powell, Bait and Cash, came from 20 lengths back to Alex Johnson's lone wolf was tolerated as he hit .329 and taking third, and Toyer scored Goslin died Saturday.
3 innings to raise his record to Det 7; Horton, Det, Otis, KC win the Kentucky Derby. He antics may have been fine when won AL batting honors. But when Romo's spikes caught
4-2.
was expected to try the same he won the American League Johnson's average plunged to during his.pitching motion.
and White, NY S.
Wes, Parker's two-run homer
batting title last season but .239 Sunday as he failed in a Leo Cardenas added a homer
forA4
t
mL-vote
4
svant
littAt
*
*
o you
thing in the Preakness.
Runs Batted In
In the eighth tied the score and NATENAL LEAGUE: Stargell, Instead, jockey Gustavo Avila they don't seem to carry too pinch-hitting role in a 6-1 loss to in the seventh for the Twins.•Property Value Administrator;
Tom hailer's third hit of the Pitt 33; Aaron, AU 30; Santo, sent Canonero to the front at much water this year.
the Milwaukee Brewers and Mickey Stanley hit two •(Tax Commissioner)or do you.,
game drove in the winning run Chi 22; Torre, St. L and Mays, the start and the crowd of Johnson, a loner and a man California Manager Lefty Phil- homers and Norm Cklih belted want the office abolished and*
In the ninth as the Dodgers SF' 26.
47,211, the biggest in Maryland of few words, established a self- lips apparently has had it with his 300th in a Detroit -uniform someone appointed to assegai'
braked the runaway Giants in
history, roared in
the' controversial outfielder.
as the Tigers edged Webbing- 41 your property taxes. Charles*
AMERICAN LEAGUE: Kille- racing
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Wash- Tommy Harper, who entered ton. Stanley's second home. WO. Davis will fight to retain.'
the NL West. Jim Brewer was brew, Minn 72; Powell, Bait 25; disbelief.
the winner and Don McMahon Yastrzemski, Boa and Bando, Canonero challenged Calumet ington Senators' Manager Ted the game with a .162 batting mapped a 4-4 tie in the eighth'•
*your privelege to vote. Work:
the loser in a game marked by Oak 73; Northrup, Det 21.
Farm's Eastern Fleet for the Williams announced Sunday average, collected four hits and Inning to help Joe Coleman beat *for and elect Charles 0. Davis*
lead. He caught his rival on the that catcher Jim French and Ellie Rodriguez and Ted Kubiak his former teammates in his ass your next State Senator. *
. John Resig and Gene Landolt, eight errors, four by each aide,
Pitching
U.Davis •
outfielder Rich Scheinblum had hit their first homers of the
co-chairmen for the 1971 Colt and six stolen bases. Bobby
NATIONAL LEAGUE: Jen- first turn and the two colts
first start against them and run •Pain Ies by Charles
League, have announced the Bonds homered for the Giants. kins, Chi 7-2; Dierker, Hou 6-1; raced stride for stride, nose been given their outright season as the Brewers beat the his record to 4-0.
teams, coaches and players for Doug Rader, who started the Carlton, St. L and Marichal, SF and nose into the homestretch. releases. Brought up from Angeles for the fourth time in five+
Then, with only an eighth of a Denver to replace them were games this season.
this year's play. The teams are as game hitting .164, hit a grand 6-2; six tied with 5.
Bittner, a 24-year-old Elsewhere in the AL, Kansas
slam homer in the first inning
follows:
AMERICAN LEAGUE N: mile to go in the 1 3-16 mile Larry
. • gisevos-Coach, John -ratan end a two-run double in the Blue, Oak 8-1; Siebert, Boa 6-0; race, Canonero inched ahead to outfielder hitting .356, an City beat Oakland 10-4 after
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
(phbne 7624813), Illellindelir third to lead a 17-hit Houston McNally, Bait and Hunter, Oak win by a length and one-half,righthander Mike Thompson, a losing the first game of a
se :OD News; Wilt,.S
; Scores ew:.• WMr t Worts I Cream of JoinAl•
attack
that
brought
Larry
record
4-1
a
with
21-year-old
Gary
Minnesota
and
smash
the
track
record
of
doubleheader
4-2,
Barnett,
10
*30 A Birg's-Ey• View Gunsmoke
bers-Brad
Let's Mak* • Deal
6-2; Palmer, Bait 5-2; Lolich,
ERA.
Dieter
his
n's'sins/flak
sixth
3.29
win
a
Mown/wed Gan*
against
one
and
1:54 3-5 set by Nashua in 1955
downed Chicago 6-2 and Detroit
Buchanan, Terry Doss, Gary
Det and Perry, Minn 5-3.
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League play will begin on June Houston 12 St. Louis 4
team was composed of Charles The jinx of never having beaten
Boston (Peters 4-2), night.
1 and will be preeeded by two Los Angeles 9 San Fran 6
Blanton, Don Scott, Dale Mc- the Stars in the Utah capital
intraleague exhibition games on x4ad, game suspended after 6 (Only games scheduled
Cuiston,
and Tyrone McCuiston during the regular season, and
hudngs-darliness)
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Tyrone McCuiston was fourth three more in the playoffs.
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QUESTIONS WOMEN ASK

Tyler-Birdsong Vows To Be Read

'§Intrauterine devices
cut pregnancy risks

MONDAY-MAY 17,1971

Sheila Jean Wrye
Honored Recently
At Bridal Shower
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Miss Sheila Jean Wrye, brideelect of Dave Pepper, both of
Warren, Mich., was honored with
a bridal shower at the home of
wearing a
By ELEANOR B.
other contraception. Her good posture. In
her grandmother, Mrs. Macon
always the
RODGER.SON,M.D.
husband must give his consent. girdle, there is
Wrye, College Farm Road,
danger of depending upowit toe
Copley News Service
Murray,on Sunday,May 2, at two
much, of leaning against it.
010ellok.moo*, , :167
Q. Why do I get a backache Nevertheless,a girdle can give
o'clock in the afternoon.
Q. Will an IUD, an ultramenstrual
hold
a
have
a
I
help
when
can
It
support.
The
gracious
hostesses
from
good
keep
device,
me
-uterine
for the
411
2 .Wessperiod'
protuberant stomach and it can
I.
occasion were Mrs. Wrye, Mrs.
.:getting pregnant?
.1te
in
region
Gene Darnell, arid Mrs. Jim
A. &woman's backaches are support the sacroiliac
A. Intrauterine devices come
"'AS MI • iL
•
N
is••••••••
Kuykendall.
various shapes and sizes. usually muscular or bony and, back. This low back trouble is
.
'region
a
occurs
in
and
common
during
only
occur
when
they
For
the
event the honoree chose
isThere are rings, triangles, the
to wear a red and white linen
;loop, coils the shield, and now the menstrual period, we think easy to injure and strain.
joints
these
Immobilization
of
dress. Miss Srye, her mother, University Of Kentucky County tor parents experiencing this
••T' vrrapoed with metallic they are due to a relaxation of
copper. A woman who wears a the joints in front and in back. is helped by the girdle.
Mrs. Gene Wrye of Warren,
Extension Agents For Home difficulty are: 1. Don't make an
Mich., and her grandmother, Economics
issue of toilet control. It is only
: low successfully runs a risk of There is also a general lower
pregnancy of around 3 per cent. abdominal achiness. The
one of the many things children
Mrs. Wrye of Murray, were
gone
already
have
I
Q.
and
softer
and
larger
is
o The abeicl may prove to have a uterus
presentee corsages of red and
Narrow Braids should be must learn. 2. Don't use threats,
lower risk and there Is great heavier and the lower abdomen through the "change." Inwhite
carnations,
gifts
of
the
stitched
on a machine using a shaming rewards, punishment as
very
become
. hope foistbe "T" because of its puffier with excess fluid in the tercourse has
hostesses.
braiding foot. Stitch through the means of training. 3. Don't bribe
uncomfortable. What can I do
which tissues.
copper
attached
Miss Janet Byerly presided at center of the braid. If fabric the child with candy or a special
it?
about
; produees changes in the lining
the guest register at the table puckers, place paper under the treat for good behavior. 4. Don't
of the uterus.
A. Part of going through the
Q. Isn't a woman better off
overlaid with a white cloth under fabric and stitch through all demand that he tell you in words
physically when she -stops "change," the menopause, Li
red net and centered with a bud thickness. Tear paper away after that he wants to go to the toilet. 5.
- Q. Will tying my tubes wearing bras and girdles and is the atrophy that occurs in the
vase filled with red rosebuds. braid has been applied. — Dean Don't give him the idea that you
;change my nature?
vagina. The cells are not now
"free?"
Each guest had a miniature Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield, will love him more when he stops
; A. The answer is "No!"
A. Whether a woman goes stimulated by the amount of
wetting. 6. Try giving him extra
umbrella of red and white net Ky. 42066 Phone: 247-2334
Tying the fallopian tubes is a without her bra and her girdle estrogen, they were during the
pinned on with a lucky number on
drinks of water in the morning
simple mechanical procedure or not and is comfortable childbearing years. They
and early afternoon and less at
It for the door prize.
that closes off the route the depends upon what that shrink. The vagina beComes
--Games were directed by Miss Home Sewers should be alert to night, but don't go to extreme.
.. fertilizing sperm cells from the woman's endowment is. If her smaller and tighter. There Is an
Teresa Byerly with twelve some of the special products that This is not a cure-all - it only
male take to reach the ovum,or breasts are small, she may do atrophic inflammation that
persons being presented prizes. are now available to make home helps with some children. 7. Don't
Miss Deborah Dianne Tyler
egg. The ovaries are not without the bra; if-they are of produces thin yellow discharge
The gifts were displayed on a sewing more successful.
show your annoyance if you can
disturbed in the operation and
medium size or pendulous. they with streaks of blood. If the Pap
there is no alteration of their
Mr. and Mrs. Arlon Polk Tyler of Almo announce the table covered with white lace include: 1. Polyester or cotton- help it. Even with the 4-and 5need support. Not only can they smear is negative wit thereare
hormones. Only if a woman is be very uncomfortable without no
abnormalities,
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, over red and centered with a covered polyester core thread year old regard this as a not
other
psychologically upset by the support, but also the skin can estrogen creams or pills or both
Deborah Dianne, to Donnie Ray Birdsong, son of Mr. and Mrs. miniature bride doll and which will help eliminate seam unusual reaction to something
- procedure will she feel any stretch and lose its elasticity. can be helpful. Sometimes
bridesmaids dolls. Wedding bells puckering when
Roy Birdsong of Hardin.
sewing that has gone wrong in the child's
different. Usually she asks to
The bride-elect is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High were suspended from the ceiling. polyester double knits and per- life. It is a sign that the child
It is probably easier to go gentle artificial dilatation is
have her tubes tied because she
Little Miss Jeanne Darnell and manent press fabrics. 2. Special needs your help.
without a girdle. A woman necessary if a woman has not
School.
has all the children she wants should keep her abdominal had intercourse for several
The groom-elect attended Trigg County High School. He is Miss Patty Ann Wrye assisted the ball-point needles which make it
and does not care to bother with
muscles firm and her back in years.
presently employed at Earl Crump Ashland Service Station at honoree in opening her gifts.
eaoier to sew with knit fabrics. 3. Temperature Check - Get in the
Refreshments of punch, cakes, Lightweight, non-woven, habit of making an occasional
Aurora.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, July 10, at seven nuts, mints, and miniature open washable interfacing designed check on the temperature in your
o'clock in the evening at the Independence United Methodist face sandwiches were served. especially for use with polyester home freezer. Regulate the
• Church. No formal invitations are being:sent, but all friends and The refreshment table, overlaid knits. Special tips for working temperature control to obtain
Miss Marjorie Bury,
The home of Mr. and Mrs. W. sister. yellow
with a lace cloth, was centered with the fashion fabrics are and maintain zero degrees. relatives are invited.
dress.with white
a
wore
?T. Bucy in Buchanan was the accessories and her flowers
with an arrangement of red and available to home sewers in the Patricia Curtsinger, Courthouse,
Tech Farrell, Flo Hendrickson,
.aieeting the eveoing of April
white roses. The silver coffee form of leaflets and pamphlets Benton, Ky. 42025 Phone: 527were white and yellow daisies Billie Cohoon, and Patsy Oakley
for the marriage of their
service was used and the other prepared by manufacturers of 6601
mums.
and
daughter, Mary Beth Bury to
were winners at bridge at the
appointments were in crystal.
Larry Wimberly, nephew of
textile and sewing products. Making The Most Of Your
sDanny Wimberly,son of Mr. and
day held at the Calloway
ladies
Approximately forty-two Many are distributed free of Money - Plan our
groom, served as best man.
the
spending of
!Mrs. Bomar Wimberly of
Wedon
Club
Country
County
persons slimed the register and charge. — Catherine
Mrs. Bury chose for her
C. money, so that we get the most
APrinSvWe•
wedding a pastel blue nesday, May 12.
daugher's
Carlos Chavez of Peru and Ken!Flora, Thomas Hogancamp, several other persons sent gifts Thompson, Hickman,
Ky. 42050 good out of it. To buy more of the
Ewing Stubblefield. minister
A ladies day luncheon was Sinclair of Murray were
dress and brown accessories
the gues Evelyn Lockhart, James Rogers, who could not attend.
Phone: 236-2351
things we need is the goal
of the Bethlehem Church of
Cotham
Freed
Mrs.
served
with
was
mother
groom's
and the
speakers at the meeting of the Joe Pat Trevathan, Allen
Learning
Christ, officiated.
to make the most of ow
hostesses.
of
the
chairman
as
The
skin
B.
of
acne
J.
Simmons,
victims
acappink with white
Phebian Sunda School Class of Russell, Archie C.
For the nuptial scene dressed in
money isn't easy. It takes a lot of
pears to handle the male sex
ThurB.
wore a pink Winners of the May 5th golf
Howell
Both
cessories.
and
Burkeen,
the
First Baptist Church held a
arrangement of daisies, glade
thought , a lot of planning —
session were Bttty Lowry,
president of hormone differently and this
orchid.
the lovely new home of Mrs. Ben man,the latter being
and mums and a five branched
Bedwetting - Sometimes Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple St
knowledge may offer a promwedding guests were medalist, and Betty Jo Purdom, Trevathan on
the
at
presiding
The
South 16th Street on the class and
silver candlebra were used.
ising new approach to the dis- children have difficulties with Murray, Ky. 42071 Phone: 75.3
the dining room where low putts.
business meeting.
Tuesday evening, May 11.
Miss Nettye Phillips, at the Invited to
tressing skin order.
toilet training. Some suggestions 1452
decorated
table was
serving
the
Chavez,
a senior at Murray
piano, played "More" and the
greenery and yellow mums
with
State University, discussed the
tranditional wedding marches.
and the beautiful wedding cake
people, customs, and religion of
The bride, given in marriage
made by a family
was
that
by her father, wore a simple friend, Mrs. Georgia Newport. f3say dumpling
his home country of Peru in South
street length dress of white. Her
decorated with white and
veil, shoulder length of ballerina It was rosebuds, and sugar
yellow
headpiece
caught
to
was
a
net,
cherubs and doves and topped
of tiny pearls and organza
cherub and daisies.
ribbons. Her only jewelry was with a
Assisting in the serving were
pearl earrings and she carried a
Rowlett, Mrs. Kent
. bouquet of white and yellow Mrs. Doris
Mrs. Newport.
mums with yellow velvet Bury and
The Swiss have a word for it
The couple is now at home at
streamers.
Schlankbeit - trim, fit, shapely vital
Paris.
St..
Poplar
720
The maid of honor, the bride's
Maybe the Swiss didn't invent the
idea of being shapely, and the feeling
of fitness that goes with it, but
If you can bring yourself
they certainly believe in it and
to cook a strawberry (I
practice it. Shapemakers. Inc.
can't!) this Strawberry
Monday, May 17
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
introduces for the first time
Dumpling dessert is a good
of the Rainbow for Girls will have
in the United States a new,
way to use the culls. By
The Republican Women's Club its installation offficers at the
that j mean the small or
revolutionary method in
will meet at the Holiday Inn at six Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
misshapen berries you may
shaping and
figure
p.m. with Mrs. Max Hurt and
pick out and
put aside
reducing, developed
Miss Mary Stein as hostesses.
The Music Department of the
when you're selecting the
in Switzerland
Murray Woman's Club will meet largest and prettiest ones
WE ARE SO SURE OF OUR METHOD,
The Penny Homemakers Club at the club house at 7:30p.m. with for a special dessert in
THAT
WE WILL GUARANTEE IN WRITING
which to serve them whole.
will meet at the Holiday Inn at Alloidames C. C. Lowry, Robert
Carlos Chavez
THE
ten a.m. with Mrs. Alton Cole as E. Johnson, Dale Nance, Joe
INCH LOSS WE PROMISE ... OR
America. He has been here for
hostess.
Noffsinger.,
Prince, Hugh
YOUR MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED.
the Past four years and works
Maurice Humphreys, Jame?'
each summer in Chicago, Ill., but
We use our sensational method
STRAWBERRY DUMPLINGS
The BFA show of Mike Kirk, Kline, and Jon R. Thompson as
will be studying for his master's
throughout Europe with incredible
If you have tried everything, and nothing
Three cups fresh strawLouisville, will open in the Kappa hostesses.
degree next year at Murray
success.
Now,
you
too,
can
take
berries
has helped. Shapemaliers guarantees
Pi room, Fine Arts Building and
State. He is married to the foradvantage of it at Shape makers. reOne-half cup sugar
continue through May 30. No The Baptist Women of the First
to give you your ideal figure. As an
mer §andra Rudolph of Calvert
One-fourth cup water
gardless of your age and present shape ...
charge.
Baptist Church will meet at the
introductory
offer, we invite yer for a
City.
One4ourth teaspoon salt
LOSE 5 INCHES OR MORE IN A SINGLE TREATMENT.
church nine a.m.
Sinclair, son of Mr. and Mrs.
FREE complete time analysis
Two
tablespoons
cornCOME DOWN A DRESS SIZE IN THREE WEEKS.
A meeting of all band memRay Sinclair of Murray, served
LOOK BETTER AND FEEL HEALTHIER IN
and consultation. We will
bers, booster club members, The Dorothy Group of the First starch
two years with the Peace Corps
Two tablespoons cold waJUST A FEW DAYS.
former members of band and Baptist Church WM.S will meet
tell you what shape you
as a teacher in the schools in the
ter
It is not excercise
booster club, and any interested with Mrs. Jerry Upton at ten a.m.
should be in. how fast
Two
tablespoons--Thuttk
city of Cajamarca, Peru. He
It is not drugs and pills
persons of the Murray High with Mrs. Robert Fox as program or margarine
you can achieve it.
showed slides of some of the
harmless
completely
is
it
School band are urged to attend a leader
One cup biscuit mix
cities and Indian villages of Peru,
and how little it
doctor's supervision
It
is
under
a
meeting at the school at 7:30 p.m.
One-third
cup
light
including one of the resort city of
effortless
completely
is
It
will cost you
The executive board of the cream (coffee cream or half
Yungay which was completed
MI just relax and watch
Entirely free
Tuesday, May 18
./Grtsey School Parent-Teacher and half
engulfed by the landslide from
those inches melt away,
Use: Nine-inch skillet or
and without
Association will meet at the home
Mount Huascaran in the earwhile you read, watch TV,
Phi Delta Kappa will have its of Mrs. James Miller at one p.m. eight-inch saucepan %lin
any
obligation
thquake
on
May 31, 1970, in Peru,
or take a flop, under
cover
installation dinner at the Faculty
in which destruction and loss
What
have you
of
supervision
the
of
servings
Yield: Four
dining room,MSU,at 6::1o? PM. The Faith Doran Circle of the
for your
lives were great. Sinclair was in
our expert
got to lose.
Dr. Hugh Noffsinger is the in- First. United Methodist Church
FREE
Rinse and hWI the ber- Peru at the time and
staff.
but your
will meet at two p.m. at the home ries; mash slightly in skillet details -eoncerning the related
coming president.
disaster
•
•
Figure
analysis
of Dr. Raymond Carter, Lynn or saucepan
unwanted
Add one- relief aid. He will be studying for
and Consultation
Composition Recital of Robert Grove Road, with his mother, fourth cup water and one- his master's degree in Spanish at .:•
pounds
Call Now
Suffett, Shepardsville, will be at Mrs. Grace Carter, as hostess. half cup sugar and the salt. Murray State.
and
Mix the cornstarch with
the Recital Hall,. Fine Arts
Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger ininches'
tablespoons
two
cold water troduced the two
Building, MSU, at eitht p.m. No The. Christian
Women's
speakers.
.charge.
Fellowship of the First Christian and stir into berry mixture. Others on the group in charge of
Bring
to
a
boil
on
medium
the
Church will meet at the church
arrangements
were
heat, stirring
constantly Mesdames Art
Circle I of the Visa of the library at ten a.m. with Mrs. E. but gently:
Lee. Brent
boil for about
First United Methodist Church D. Roberts in charge of the one minute after mixture • Outland, Joe R. Sims, Sam
Spiceland, Arlie Scott, Alvis
will meet at the social hall of the program and Group I as thickens. Add the butter.
Jones, William'N. Cherry,
hostesses.
church at two p.m.
James
SLIDE 4IKILLET or
Martin, Ben Trevathan.. Castle
saucepan off heat woile you
Wednesday, May 19
The Baptist Women of the
stir biscuit mix with cream Parker, and M. C. Garrott They
Memorial Baptist Church will The Wadesboro Homemakers to make a stiff dough, Re- served refreshment.s ofi or
Club will meet at the home of turn • rilliZtgre to, heat and chiffon tarts arid coffee
nieet at ten a.m.
Others present were Mesita ri
s. David Palmer at one p.m. bring to gentle, boil. Drop
les
biscuit dough onto boiling W. C. Adams, Joe Cohoon,
Is
The Coldwater Homemakers
Thursday. May 20
mixture
fruit
by
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FRANK:FM, Y. — Many
young men who come to our of- Class I-A.
fice seeking a solution to their Had Iry registered on time and
"draft" problem are either ap- with a RSN of 179 from the 1969
prehensive, angry or afraid. drawing his
year of prime
Through counseling we try to volvulnerability would have
alleviate the apprehension, anger ended on Dec. 31, 1970, because
and fearfulness.
RSN 179 had not been reached by
the
Irvin (Irv) was one of our most his local board. As
recent callers with a problem. registration was accomplished in
His situation literally ran the 1971, Iry is in the prime selection
gamut of the main Selective group, and he will have to wait
Service classifications.
until the end of the year to know
We would like to relate his whether his RSN will be reached.
problem as it is one of the most
This is the information we gave
unusual that we have been ex- Iry and we sincerely hope that
posed to since being associated through eyeball to eyebal
with the administration of the dialogue we have alleviated his
"draft" in Kentucky.
apprehension and assured him he
With parental consent Iry is being treated with fairness ang
A blind visitor starts out on the battlefield trail.
enlisted in a reserve component equity.
at the age of 17/
1
2. He dropped out Q. I need your advice.!At the
By STEVE LIBBY
of high school before graduation end of my junior year this spring,
ill
Central Press Association Correspondent
W: PETERSBURG, Virginia—If it's your intention to drive south and had been unable to get a job I will have 90 hours, which is
tonytirne soon, there's something new which suggests inspection: that paid a decent wage. Im- senior standing at Murray State
e of the finest examples of community-working-with-National- mediately upon enlistment, he University. However, 90 hours is
ark-Service which we have yet come across.
requested his six months of ac- not 34 of the 128 which is required
It is at famous Petersburg Natiozuzl Battlefield, just south of
ilifichmond at the point where southbound drivers pick up Inter- tive duty training (ACDUTRA). to graduate. Will I be considered
While on ACDUTRA Iry at- out of normal progression and
(Rate Highway 95, and where the Richmond-Petersburg Turnpike
tained the age of 18 and should lost my II-S classification? I
-ends.
to; Today, sightless visitors may tour the battlefield, along a rope have gone to a local board to be could go to summer school and
. Th
Thanks to Braille markers and sound recordings installed registered. It is reasonable to get the necessary hours to make
the Klwanis International
assume that, he thought enlisting sfiS, but I need to work this sumuilb of neighboring Colonial Special recordings describe in
the reserve relieved him of the mer. Any advice will be ap-Meade's
landing
and
the
kind
eigh,ts. working with the Naliability of registering for the preciated.
tional Park facility, Petersburg of life endured by the soldiers "dra
ft.
"
A.
The current Selective
National Battlefield became the during the long, cold winter before the final fall of PetersPrior to completion of the Service law and implementing
first to offer such a facility,
burg and the ultimate withdraw- ACDUTRA Iry was
married. regulations require a student to
It is not a complete tour of
al by Robert E. Lee at AppaUpon completion of the progress from one school year to
The battlefield, of course. But
tok.
Superintendent Martin Conway
prescribed ACDUTRA, he study, to another within 12
• • •
p—as he should be—proud of
THIS TOUR for the blind is returned to his hometown and for calendar months. This permits
/his example of community efonly one of several innovations a few months attended the the student to continue his
4ort. The nature and history for
according to
this battlefield,
prescribed drills. Iry sub- training through summer term if
trail for the blind begins at
superintendent Con w a y. Ar- sequently moved to another town it is needed to advance to the next
8top 3, site of Meade Station,
rangementa have been made for to accept
employment as a year of study.
an important supply depot on
underprivileged children to visit
machinist. Because of change of In a course of study, which is
Gen. Ulysses S. Grant's mill- three days a week.
Ury railroad of 10'T years ago.
A Negro 5routh represents the residence his participation in four years in duration, the
• •
became un- student should complete ap20,000 federal Negro troops who prescribed drills
BLENDING into the regular fought under Grant. Wearing satisfactory
and he was proximately 25 per cent of the
trail, this special route for the a Federalist uniform, a young discharged.
During this period of required credit hours each school
Sightless includes a small camp white man represents the 90,000
time he became a father.
year. State supported colleges
with a four-man log cabin white troops of the North. A
Iry still failed to comply with and universities require the
where Petersburg high school third young man wears the Conlads dressed in uniforms of the federate gray, representing the the Selective Service law with completion of 30, 60 and 90 credit
Quit War period show their 85.000 troops from the South respect to registration, which hours as a minimum to achieve
guests how cooking was done who stood at Petersburg during was not brought out in con- sophomore, junior and senior
under the most severe wartime its defen.se.
servation with us. Finally he did status. A student may advance to
circumstances.
It's possible_ to spend a full report to a local board and was, the fourth year of study with 90
The line for the blind follows day at the park, which charges registered
credit hours and not be able to
in March 1971.
the trail, and Braille dards tell no admission. But shorter trail
He was born on Feb. 25, 1950, complete 128 credit hours which
them of the battles and their tours—including the tour for the
normally required for
significance. Trees, underbrush blind—are merely a matter of and his random sequence number is
and even a huge swop lope
estiag- which of the historic
)from the lottery o( Dec. 1.Igraduation.
1969, was 179.
been placed atonal-Tiler Mel. sites vou wish to see.
Should a registrant not
Since Iry had not fulfilled his graduate within the four-year
military contract he was not period and be reclassified as
eligible for either a IV-A available for military servlce,
classification (veteran) or a I-D the regulations provide for the
classification
(Reserve). granting of a statutory deferment
Likewise, the President's one time only provided he is a full
Executive Order of April 23, 1970, time, satisfactory student at the
X-ray service to detect tuberpreclude him from being con- time he is ordered for induction.
• A "get smart—don't start"
culosis in Chester County, Pa.
anti-smoking campaign in St.
sidered for either an occupational In many instances this permits
Numerous local money-raising
Paul, Minn., for 10,000 Junior high
or dependency deferment. The the registrant to complete his
efforts for the Heart Fund, Canstudents.
cer Fund, United Fund, Red local board had no other alter- prescribed course of academic
• A rare blood club started in
Cross, March of Dimes, Christ- native than to consider him for instruction.
Florida.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
1 to 6 p.m. Sundays
Prices Good Mon., Tues., Wed. - May 17-18-19
LADIES

Wide Array of

KNIT DRESSES

LADIES
SHELLS

'f

$744(

• Raising money fol 'he financial support of a school for
mentally retarded children in
Shawnee Area, Okla.
• Sponsorship of a community

GIRL'S

Balm/ 2sal1

Every Little Girl Needs Lots
of Shorts For Summer ...

PERMANENT PRESS
65% POLYESTER-35%
COTTON

SHORT SETSk.

$127

For little girls
Sizes 3 to 6X

Reg.
994

Compare at
1.96

Soft pastel colors trimmed
iii' dainty lace and self/
bow and ruffle.

Permanent press, prints
stripes and solids.

Special Group

Boy's & Jr. Boy's

Girl's Pant Suits

DRESS SUITS

REDUCED
TO
CLEAR

Plan tuition when
'
Time
s on your side

rternterreringtrrt151'WC later.

\r- Reg.
1.92

Sizes 7-18
Just right for wear all
Spring and Summer.

Life Insurance Agents Aiding
In Many Community Projects

mas Seals and other Philanthropies have been led by life underwriters associations as part of
the Dublin Public Service Award
program.
The program is sponsored by
the National Association of Life
Underwriters and the Institute
of Life Insurance. Participation
If your youngster is one of the 'college?
has grown-from-87-local associanearly two million who have reThe reason frequently L Ikell
tions in 1965 to over 600 this
ceived that all-important college is limited
family income The
year. More than 70,000 agents
-acceptance letter this spring, you
immediacy of day-to-day Load)
now take part.
may be currently alternating be- requirements
is another i,o tor
Each year
,
a committee of tween elation and melancholy—
Ow
judges chooses the local associa- what psychologists sometimes re- As a result, by the time
tions whose outstanding public fer to as "classical ambivalence." youngster reaches college ace
family buying habits are ate!,
service efforts qualify for top
You're happy, of course, be- long-entrenched, without an al
awards or certificates of merit.
cause your child will be receiv- lowance in the budget for cdu
The committee is composed preing a college education, but cation.
dominantly of leaders in the you're also
depressed over the
Legitimate as these ream"
health and welfare field- *ha size of the tab you're
expected may be, the sight of so mato
have no connection with the life to foot for the next
four years fellow-Americans straining a(
Insurance business. It also in- or longer.
every financial resource to meet
cludes representatives from the
Ironically, despite the preva- tuition expenses should alert :Ho
life insurance field forces.
lence of this emotional trauma Parent to the dangers of non
Dublin' Awards involve no throughout the land, the idea of planning. The ideal time for a
prize money. Winning associa- systematic planning fol higher parent to consider his options
tions receive bronze, silver or education still hasn't taken hold is, of course, while his children
gold plaques, or certificates of in many American household , are young and the college yOtrs
merit, based on the number of a recent survey shows. This in are still ahead of. him.
times they have qualified.
Early or late, many fathers prothe face of college costa which
The awards are named for have recently spiralled by as tect a child's education through
the late Dr. Louis I. Dublin, a much as 8 to 10 per cent annu- a life insurance policy earmarked
for college expenses. If the father
life insurance executive who was ally.
widely known for his work in
In a study conducted by the should die, the proceeds can he
the fields of vital statistics, pub- Institute of Life Insurance for applied to schooling. If he lives
lic health and welfare.
Its members, almost half of the --as he probably will—the cash
families with pre-college chil- value can be used, if needed, to
dren indicated they have not supplement current income.
AIDING BLIND,DEAF
Coupled with this, of course,
I. Jose Delgado, of Yale given much thought to financing should be •
systematic
University School of Medicine, the youngsters' higher education. plan begun when a child savings
is very
In fact, the current economic young.
claims that one lay small radio
Bear in mind both a life
squeeze
has
made
present
the
receivers implanted under the
Insurance program and a savings
scalp and in direct com- .college-financing crisis even plan should be reviewed periodimore acute. Another very impormunication with the brain may tant factor has been the swelling cally in the light of current colgive some sight to the blind and univeisity population, resulting lege costs.
considerable hearing to the frona liberalized admission poll- You may also want to investigate the payment-deferral plan
deaf,
des. This has accelerated all
initiated recently by several colcampus-related competition for
leges Here the total bill does
scholarships, on-the-campus jobs,
not have to be paid until after
as well as loans to be paid off
graduation. The imPlications of
after graduation. The tightsuch a study-now•pay-later plan,
money situation also made lowand its impact on the youth's
interest, longterm education
initial
career-building
years
loans harder to obtain and con- should
be carefully considered
tributed to a rise in rates for
by both the student and parent
short-term or regular installment
In any (ASP, as everyone from
loans.
parents to college president"
In view of all, these education- will
agree, the best time to plan
financing 1)0010-traps, wby then
is when
have so ninny parents left them- can helptime is on one's aide Ii
avert what one edat a
selves and their youngsters vultor has called "a traumatic it
---neeobir without

Large assortment of colors
in solids and stripes.
Several styles.

Regular '10.88

F

• Selling fire extinguishers to
raise funds for scholarships for
deserving youths in upstate New
York.
These are only three of many
community projects conducted
by local groups of life insurance
agents that have received Louis
I. Dublin Public Service Awards.
This is the 16th consecutive year
if the nationwide public service
program in which the life underwriters associations are encouraged to participate in efforts t
make their home towns better
places in which to live.
They do this in many ways,
voluntarily contributing their
time and talent to dozens of different . types of community
health, safety and welfare projects.
Some other award winners
carried out theweitctivities:
• Organizing a program to
educate hundreds of students In
San Jose. Calif. about dope and
drug abuses.
• Development of a "buckle
up" bumper sticker safety campaign to encourage use .8f auto
seat belts in Chicago, Ill.
• "Project Lifeguard" campaign in Boston, Mass., through
which 3 million people were
reached by TV, radio and personally with educational messages encouraging the use of
metal "Medic-Alert" discs on
which a person's disabilities are
engraved in case of a medical
emergency.

ki,44

Short sleeve, stripe in many
colors.

Regular to '24.88

1/
3 Off

Choose from a wide
assortment of colors and
styles.

Sizes 3-18
Fabrics and colors that can
be worn all Summer.
A REAL BUY!

Sizes 3-14

CLOSE OUT SPECIAL

LADIES

LADIES SHOES

PATCHWORK HANDBAGS

Sizes 6 to 9
Several styles to select trom
Hurry, While Quantities Last!

Red, white and blue or
shades of brown and
beige. Zipper closure.

Reg. '2.97
100% ACETATE

Reg.
to
8.96

1"
ONE TABLE

STRIPE KNIT

Assorted Material

60" to 70- wide.
Large selection.

Regular to 971 yd.

Reg.
2.88

1"

2cl sl

100% POLYESTER
AG RUGS
Deep, soft luxurious
shag in room size
81
/
2x114. Coates in"
3 luscious decorator t
colors. Ideal for den, IP
living-room

turnttr.'Ne,""'

•••••

REG.
19.94

2

22

$322

TERRY CLOTH
Use for jumpsuits, cover-ups
or a hundred her things.
Stripes, prints, solids.

99;

Yd

100% RAYON

THROW
RUGS
24-x48" in a wide array
of colors REGULAR '2.96

EL

$ 18
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33.13 143112-Pettroile.1..eslie C.
14407-Phelleps, Johnny
5.93 14450-Peque,
Roger 0.
4.76
1 14481-Phunlee, Ray W.
90.56 I 16497-Pool,
Frank H.
30.33
14531-Pounders,Charles 1..
5.35 14533-Powell, Billy Ray
13.76 14616-Privitt, Earl
4.76
14675-Radford, Dewit L.
18.45
rrY
cliff,
RatPbe
727.Res
5.93 1144720Le
ney
ra
oyJF
.
26.49
4.18 14741-Ray, David
132.19 14823-Rhodes, Charles
6.52 14900-Roach, Etta
5.25 14901-Roach,Etta
15.92 14933-Roberts,E.S.
780.19 14934-Roberts, E.S.
4.18 14935-Roberts, E. S.
7.70 14936-Roberts, E.S.
14.74 14937-Roberts, E.S.
14941-Roberts, E.S.
3.87
14942, Roberts,E.S.
3.87
14973-Roberts, Jerry
62.78 "
14974-Roberts, Jerry
5.06
Jergy
5.64 14975-Roberts,
Jerry
4.18 14977-Roberts,
7.70 15022-Roberson, James Daniel
4.76 15062-Roby, H. E.
5.93 15130-Rose,Houston
5.35 15233-Rushing, Lawrence L.
6.52 15256-Russell, Thomas
22.38 15296Sample, William H.
4.76 15299-Samples,Leamon
4.76 15300-Samples, Leamon
7.10 15364-Schippert, Bill
4.18 15407-Scott. Curtis E.
6.52 15467-Setser, Raymond H.
5.35 15828-Siegler, David R.
11.80 15629-Sieting,Robert L.
7.10, 15647-Simmons,Kenneth
5.93 15648-Simmons,Kenneth Joe & Roger Usher
4.18 15679-Skinner, Edward M.
3.87 15710-Smith, Billy Joe
3.58 15724-Smith,Clyde
8.87 15749-Smith,Herman J.
4.18 15762-Smith,Joe C.
5.35 15798-Smith,Sgt. Paul
22.83 15876-Sneld, Allied N.
5.93 15894-Scottile, Michael E.
32.95 16033-Stauder, Thomas J.
3.87 16078-Stewart, Jetties Hugh
32.36 16079-Stewart, Joe Hal
8.28 16088-Stewart, Reginald
4.18 16163-Strauss, Robert W.
5.05 16233-Sullivan, Mrs.Gwen
8.47 16262-Swindall, Wm.H.
4.76 16276-Tabers, Barney
6.52 16290-Tangrede,Sgt. Donald T.
19.14 16328-Taylor. Joe R.
5.93 16407-Thompson,Charles E.
15.92 16478-Thorn,Thelma
3.29 16578-Todd,Calvin
Herbert
16.03 16588-Todd,
16595-Todd, Kenneth
5.35
16639-Trease,Donald E.
35.87
16657-Trevathan, Walter
73.54 16666-Trosper, John R.
12.70
16845-Vance, Herbert.
4.18
Jerry
22.73 16865-Vaughn,
Robert
4.18 16966-Vaughn,
16902-Wade,Joseph S.
16956-Walker,James R.
5.93
4.18 16964-Walker,Joseph

8882-Duncan,Hide
MO-Dungy,Elmo
8944-Durrer,Oliver M.
8955-Esker,Glenn Thomas
9031-Edwards, Robert Lee
9066-Eli, Raymond A.
9061-Elkins, Darrell
I will on Tuesday May 18, 1971 at 10:00 A.M. at the Court House 9110-Elkins, Mark
door an Murray, County of Calloway, Kentucky, expose to public 9118-Elkins, Robert L.
sale to the highest bidder the following delinquent tax claims upon
9156-Ellis, John.F.
which a real estate assessment appears(the amount Includes the
9158-Ellis, Kennth Loren
tax, penalty,Sheriff's service fee and advertising met).The claims
9184-Engle, Ralph
'sold become a lien upon the property described upon the face of the
9270-Evans, Bill
tax bill and are subject to 12 per cent interest per annum.
9289-Evans,Mary R.
9297-Evans, Thomas
9330-Farris,Owen
9373-Farm & Homes Inc.
9410-Faulkner, Thomas E.
9411-Faulks, James 0.
9453-Ferkon, Martha S.
9717-Gaddie, Gordon
Sheriff, Calloway County, Kentucky
9728-Gallagher, Mrs.Irene B.
9802-Garland, John Sanders
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT
'4
9647-Garrott, J. P.
9649-Gaston, Robert or Thelma
9910-Gibson, John H.
Bill No. Names
Amount
9925-Gilmore, Michael A.
Joe E.
9950-Godwin,
85-Allen, Guthrie H. Jr
87.68
Emily •
263-Beaugard,Georgia
7.02 9954-Goheen,
9956-43oins,James R.
a.
10000-Grace,Dalton T.
10080-Greer, Jesse
4.61
772-Clark, Bonnie Ingram
10081-Greer,Jessee Mackie
5.42
795-Coats, Terra
10085-Gregg, William L.
67.53
1014-Cummingham,H,L
10100-Griffith, Frank M.
47.04
1023-Cunningham,Theodore R.
10101-Gregsby, Mrs. Beatrice
15.06 10105-Grisson,James A.
1222-Dunbar, Ella & Carrie Hudspeth
31.22 10215-Hale,Charles
1267-Eaker, Mrs.Ruby
1669-Garner,Harold D.
31.65 10321-Hamman,Allen R.
1730-Gilbert, Vernon & Martha
11.07 1039-Haney,Charles
1942-Harding; Bert
9.46 10548-Hanson,Julius W.
2483-Johnson, Bro. Cons. Co. Inc.
99.80 10426-Harrington, Mackey L.
3650-Karnavas,George T.
142.56 10442-Harris,Renard Jr.
2874-Kelley, Robert
103.82 10470-Hart, Herman W.
2712-Key,Barnett
9.46 10480-Hart, Marvin A.
2833-Lancaster, J. B.
63.18 10534-Haygood,Doris L
3106-Mathis,James
124.00 10535-Havnes,George C.
3214-Mims,Mrs. Mary
7.83 10566-Henderson,Lillie
3259-Morgan. Robert Earl
43.33 10588-Hendon, W.J.
3425-McDaniel, Virgil L.
144.15 10633-Hensley,Raymond
3454-McGeehee, Desiree
31.22 10643-Herman,Joseph
3734-Parker, Louisa
43.33 10644-Hermitage Music Co.
3823-Payne, Howard Jr.
15.06 10679-Hesselbien, Jack
3825-Payne, James E.
24.40 10729-Hightower, Ernie
3857-Perry, Willie Earl
31.72
10749-Hill, J. B.& James Hart
3868-Pharris, Walter A.
43.33
10766-Hill, Ralph Dean
4000-Ray, H. H.
39.28 10776-Hillard, David M.
4144-Roberts, Jerry
27.20
10876-Holland,James
4186-Rogers,Glen
140.13
10891-Holmes,Leon C.
4603-Skinner, Wm.Thomas
22.84 10914-Honneycutt, Hurstilett
4816-Stone Bailey Est.(Reed Stubblefield
15.06 11010-Horton, Virgil C.
5294-Walls, Howard
43.33 11099-Hudgins, James Fred
5296-Walls, Howard & James Lynwood
20.74 11142
-Hughes, Wayne Edward
5299-Walls, James
63.90
11148-Hulette, James S.
5301-Walls,Wilburn
59.47
11150-Humphreys,Ann Francis
5640-Wofford,Louise
6.23
11213-Hutctuns, Robert H.
COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
11232-lbenthal, Donald J.
5867-Adsit,Glenn
4.18 11283—Ivy,
Walter
5895-Alert Contractors,Inric.
6.52
11283A-Ivy, Walter
5919-Allbritten, Charles D.
35.28 11334-Jackson,
Wm.
5966-Allen, William H.
14.15 I1336-Jacques,
Leonard E.
• •()34-Anderson,Richard
4.7$ 11337-Jaeger,
Merton R.
6042-Anthony,Rayburn
1532 11385
-Jenkins,Omar
6051-Armstrong,Charles
11.80
6052-Armstrong, Charles
• 7.10 11387-Jennings, Austin
11390-Jennings, James F.
6068-Arnold. James R
5.93 11397-Jewell,
James W.
824343andarra,George
41.16
6305-Barnett,Shirley
4.46 11434-Johnson, Dr. Howard &B.
6345-Baeto, Oscar C.
3.87 11438-Johnson, Mrs.Irene
6364-Baylor. Billy
4.48 11457-Johnson,Olie E.
ii.ao 11483-Joines, Donald A.
6445-Bean,Rubena
14.74 11579-Jones, Harold
6473-Reeds. Robert
4.76 11700-Jordon, J. Christine
6489-Bell, Carl
3.58 11718-Judkins,Bobby
6492-Bell, Eddie E.
8.52 11735-Keel,James
6495-Bell, Harold G.
4.18 11805-Kerinernore, Marvin
6502-Bell & Overby
6.52 11853, Kimbell,Melvin
6534-Berry,Joseph N.
6.35 11892-King, Walter H.
6587-Bishop,C. A. Dec. J. W. Frost
27.76 11994-Lackey,Charles J.
6590-Bosinger. Charles T.
8.87 11996-Ladd, Michael Lee
6713-Bondurant, M.C.
4.76 12075-Lane,Gaylor
6761-Bowen,William R.
4.76 12145-Latimer, Ray
6762-Bowen. Wm.R.
29.54 12206-Lee,Jesse
6837-Brandon, J. L..
3.58
6916-Brittain, J. B.& Wm.
75.73 12267-Lew-is, Jerry W.
6922-Brittain, Virgil
3.58 12269-Lewis, Melba
6980-Brown,Louis
71.42 12270-Lewis, Melba
7001-Brown,Willie D.
17.99 12317-Lively, James0.
7006-Breece, Mrs. Logan
12339-Long, David A.
7184-Burns,J. W.
4.76 12363-Lovett, Kennth A.
7290-Byrn Dev.Co.
70.52 12406-Lowery,Panuel N.
7293-Cain, Bill
17.10 12491-Mallery, Forest
7349-Campbell,Burton L.
4.76 12498-Maness,Billy Joe
7354-Campbell,H. B.II.
29.42 12500-Maness, Ronald
7360-Campbell,Omer
4.76 12501-Maness,Roy Thomas
7364-Canada,Riley F.
5.35 12503-Maion, Harry
7441-Carson,Julian
5.35
7442-Carson,Julian
4.18 12506-Mann, Anthony
7475-Catet, Walter M.
7.10 12506-Manness, Roy T.
7491-Causey,Owen T.
60.73 12696-Martin,Harold B.
7509-Chadrick, Jesse R.
13.96 -12703-Medlin,Floyd
7533-Champion,Norman J.
4.46 12721-Merrell,Dan J.
12740-Mlltusevick,Stanley
7841-Christie,John H.
5.35 12741-Millburn, W.B.
7656-Clark, C. P.
17.67 12797-Miller, Herman N.
7725-Clements,Johnny
15.45 12877-Mills, Leta B.
7750-Cobham,Jan & Brenda
5.93 12878-Mills, M.R.
7818-Coleman,John
5.93 12914-Mitchuson, Obie Gene
7917-Colson, Jean
4.78 12941-Mong, James L.
7967-Conway,James
4.76 12972-Mooney,Jessie & Lola Michaux
8111-Courtney, Granville
5.35 12984-Moore,Dottie
8231-Crialer, Herman A.
8.42 12996-Moore, Jerry
8287-Crowley,Ellsworth B. Jr.
87.41 17997-Moore, Jerry C.
8396-Curtis, Charles S.
3.58 13057-Morris, Brown
8399-Cutler,Steve K.
3.87
13093-Morris,Ralph
8501-Davis,Cecil
3.56
13094-Morris,Ralph
8504-Davis, Donald L.
4.18
8511-Davis, Jos.
4.18 13725-Myers,Jerry J. & John L. Brown
8515-Davis, Mary H.
38.23 13286-McClard, J T
8518-Davis, Robert
8.87 13347-McCuistion, Dan
8620-Davis, Tom
4.76 13428-McElfresh, Milton D.
8522-Davis, Wayne
4.18 13432-McFarland, Helen H.
8555-Dendy• R. E.
5.35 13446-McGuins,Gene
8569-Denton, Van
33.54 13505-McNeely, Marshall H.
8570-Denton, Van
28.84 13532-Nance, Larry W.
8708-Dor res.L.uther J.
3.87 13606•Nestreed, Maurice J.
13730-Oakley, Harold K.
7.10
8713-Doster. Johti 1;
13778-Orgon, Wayne
593
Esther
L.
A.
&
Floyd
8738-Dow,
4.76 13998-Pachual, Mel & Modene
8768-Downs. Ed
4.18 I 14000-Padgitt, David W.
8810-Duke. Marvin J
4.76 14096-Parker, William K.
8811-Duke, Marvin J. Jr
11 80 ) 14098-Parks, Anna Lou
8849-Duncan. Eugene

SHERIFF'S SALE
Clyde Steele

3.87
3.87
65.24
5.93
4.76
4.46
10.02
4.18
5.93
8.28
6.52
158

17030-Waltrin, Melvin G.
17031-Walton, Melvin & James
17040-Ward,John W.

MONDAY—MAY 17,‘,1971
4.76
4.46
20.62

17075-Warren, William A.
151.44
17143-Weatherton,Richard R.
11.90
17149-Webb, Austin B.
8.28
17156-Webb,Louise
4.18
17213-West, Raymond E.
4.18
17236-Wheeler, John E.
4.48
17239-Wheeler,Oynaul J.
4.76
17240-Wheeler ,Oynaul J.
5.36
17245-Whiddon, Roberta
4.18
6.52 17246-Wbedon, Roberta
5.9341.16 17272-White, James W.
3.87
4.76 17294-White, Robert L.
5.93
104.29 17393-Williams,Charles
4.18
23,58
11.80 17401-Williams, Dale
11.80 17487-Williams,Oren
12.39
12.09 17611-Wilson, Stanley
11.80
13.86 17612-Wilson, Stanley P.
8.58
114.58 17631-Winarski,Tanuny
3.85
4.18
1034 17861-Windsor,John H. Est.
38.98 17868-Winstead, Date
11.80
14.74 17669-Winstead, Dale
11.35
50.83 17675-Winter, Paul
5.64
138.07 17691-Witherspoon, C. H
4.76
4.76
12.17 17699-Wolf,Carl E. Jr.
49.98
11.80 17715-Woodward,Luke
3.58 17789-Wyatt,Glen E.
8.28
57.05 17872-Young, Roger E.
5.35
89.96 17917-Zuber,sturley
4.76
4.18
3.87
3.58
7.70
5.35
5.93
3.87
17.10
36.72
106.92
20.62
4.76
5.62
6.52
3.87
5.35
41.16
4.76
4.76
UP FROM COLONEL to brigadier general go these three
3.58
U.S. Army officers. From left: Roscoe Cartwright, 51,
3.58
Katisas_City, Mo.; Oliver W. Dillard, 4.4, Margaret, Ala.;
3.58
James F. Hamlet, 49, Alliance, Ohio.
7.10
4.76
5.93
Weather Forecast For May 25th
55.85
IN CANADA
SNOW
RAIN IN FLORIDA
11.=
3.87
IN
KENTUCKY
88.92
74.95
82.45
20.62
— F0 R —
22.38
114.58
14.96
5.93
4.76
180.48
58.94
4.18
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY — MAY 25, 1 971
5.35
Paid kw by COMMITTEE fee MEHL Par ATTORNEY GENERAL 441111.0
Cla••••.•
Phillips. Traostorer, 2311 111wwgras. Strew. Sowtheata, Kenh.cky
4.18

HEM

LAMBERT

HEHL

ATTORNEY
GENERAL

4.76
7.70
4.76
4.18
5.35
5.93
26.49
23.54

BULLS GET PAULK
CINCINNATI (UP!) —Charlie
Paull', veteran forward for the
Cincinnati Royals of the National Basketball Association, Friday was traded to the Chicago
Bulls for guard Matt Guokas
and a 1972 second-round draft
4.76 choice.
20.62
4.76
6.52
3.87
8.47
4.78
5.93
3.73
21.38
4.18

CHICAGO (UPI
meddle, don't touc
little boy ....
But little girls an
disobey the &ditto
_.R0 the_ toll foam pi
able right around.

Crossword
ACROSS
1

4
8
11
12
13
14
15
17
19
21
23

6
7
8
9
10

Fish eggs
Depression
Bishopric
Bard
Great Lake
Exist
Symbol for
ruthenium
River island
Shred
Time gone by
Males
Man's

11
16

18
20
22 I
25 •

27 I
29 I

nickname
Average
Corded cloth
Group of three
Number
Employ
Bow
36 N4141C
38 Trying out
41 Compass point

24
26
28
31
33
35

42
44

45
47
49
51

30 I
32 I
341
361
37 !
39 !
Catch (coital.) 40
Armed conflict
Canine
Cravats
Idle chatter
Goals
1--•
14

54 Ventilate
56 Unit of
Latvian
currency
58 At present
59 Semi-precious

19
24

stone
62 Brown kiwi
64 Symbol for
7 tantalum
36
Sum up
Mountain lake 42
King of beasts
47
Affirmative
I Periods of time
Rocky hill
..
59
DOWN
ea.
• 1 Cosmetic
63
2 Fame Islands
whirlwind
70
3 Greek letter Almiam••
4 Hinder

ts0

Roache
Ants, Inse

Bomb out roaches,
ants, flies, mosquito,
moths, fleas, or any
flying or crawling int
Kill-Ko Insect Bomb
Kill-Ko Roach and Anl
kill quickly. And thel
powerful, residual ae
keeps on killing. If
ants, or other insect!
haying a blast at yo
blast them with Kill.,
Its a real bomb.

SATU

EVE*?
NEED5
HAVE I

4.18
4.76
4.76
29.42,
4.
4.76
8.29
10.63
83.48
LAWYERS FOR POOR. —
17.67
Frank Carlucci, Office of
20.62
3.58

Economic Opportunity director, tells the Senate
Labor and Welfare Sub-

5.35
31.60 committee in Washington
5.05 that legal services for the
4.76 poor should be turned into
22.13 a corporation frfe: of political pressures.
7 70
22 66
4.76
418
418
39.59
4.76
593
658
10
387
14 74
5:15
4 18
535
779

32 36
12 99
.387
787
18

7()
P, 87
21

;5
7 79
7
24 211

.

CAIRO OUSTER-- -Geo Mohammed Filwti (above).
ousted i•-• F.gypt'• war mincdtatiet
I• one of
thi•-.• policy
•lato.t.
n t,ikii L. whi• hod them-elvt-.

the o,it

•••,t
1...1t1c••1
tight(
••••••'.....! • foliow•
VI, 4. Pi i• Id( 1 ,1

Al l

A Volkswagen dealer

will stake his reputation on it.
No, that's not a new model
Volkswagen.
That's an old model Some.
Else.
And it's on our lot for the
some reason any other car would
be on a Volkswagen lot,
It's for sale. Along with most
of the cars people trade in on
new Volkswagens.
So why buy a used Something
Else from a VW dealer, instead
of from Somebody Else?
Buy it from a VW dealer, and
you get the VW dealer's 100`.
guarantee for the repair or replacement of every maior working part for 30 days or 1000
miles. Whichever comes first.
Engine. Transmission. Rear
axle. Front axle assemblies.
Brake system. ElectricalAystern.

Those are the parts covered.
They may make boring reoding. But there's nothing boring
about laying nut a lot of dough
to fix one of em
That's why it's so nice to know
that we'll take care of anything
like that on any car we guarantee. And that's why we're
pretty particular about any car
we give a guarantee.
When we finally give it the
guarantee, it means we've
checked out the car completely.
And fixed what needed fixing
to begin with.
After all, ci VW dealer has a
reputation to think about.
We can't have it known
around town that you drove off
our lot with a lemon.
Even if it wasn't a Volkswagen.

rAi.A..

us KIDf.
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AZE EGAILEI
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CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.

•')

800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sal 7:30 A.M. 111 5 P.M.

A
•
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rP iitect children
against poisoning

Farrell formula makes
for fun, food, profits

CHICAGO (UPI) - Don't
meddle, don't touch, little girl,
little boy ....
But little girls and little boys
disobey the admonition and
JID the_ toll ftom poisons available right around- the house

reaches 400 deaths per year Council says that if you live in
for the under-five set, a case an average American houseload of 40,000 hospitalized hold, chances that you have
annually.
at least 40 (of the more than
Reporting on the dangers 250,000 available) toxic subof poisons within childish steno*in the home: - reach, the National Safety
The council says that as
result a child swallows a potenAnswer to Saturday's Puzzle
Crossword Putzle
tial poison every 60 seconds,
01030 UGIOD
1,400 times a day, 500,000
ACROSS
5 Teutonic doily
ODOM
=IMO
6 Insect au
times a year.
01201VE10
QUOMOU
7
River
duck
1 Fish eggs
The National Clearinghouse
MOM TODO MEM
8 Planet
4 Depression
9 Before
0110 MOB MOGO for Poison Control Centers re8 Bishopric
10 Without end
11 Bard
UM RMUE1 MMOOM ports that 90 per cent of the
12 Great Lake
(Poet)
OMO3 WODEI
cases that come to its attention
11 English baby
13 Exist
DOGIUM OB00 011
carriage
14 Symbol for
DUMal moo nom involves children under five.
16 Prefix: not
ruthenium
18 Small child
@um MBOU MOM@ The cases are evenly divided
15 River island
20 Grain
17 Shred
OUGUBU @MEM@ between those children who
22 Nonbelligerent
19 Time gone by
OW1030 00004
have consumed medicine and
25 Openwork
21 Males
OGIOU LIOCIU
those who ingest household
fabric
23 Man's
.7
27 Greek letter
nickname
products.
29 Electrified
24 Average
Besides eating or drinking
43 Whiskers (pl.) 57 Preposition
particle
26 Corded cloth
30 Poem
46 Alcoholic
59 Merry
2$ Group of three
household products, children
32 Recent
beverage
31 Number
AO Fruit drink
can spray or inhale some pro34 Finish
33 Employ
48 Transgress
61 Sailor (collat.)'
ducts that will not kill but will
Bow
36 Emmet
50 Farm buildings 63 In music. high
Near
37 Siamese native 52 Engine
cauee other problems-loss of
67 Sun god
Trying out
sight or speech, hideous dis41 Compass point 39 Sink in middle 53 Graceful bird 69 Maiden loved
by Zeus
42 Catch (collog.) 40 Tibetan gazelle 55 Nerve network
figurements, damege to the
-44 Armed conflict
brain, lungs or other vital or45 Canine
47 Cravats
gans.

By CARL PLAIN.
Copley News Service
Food and fun is the Farrell

d's

millifill:::::::111111111111M111111

49
51
54
56
58
59
62
64
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1111.01111111161111111I1111
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1111111
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Idle chatter
Goals
Ventilate
Unit of
Latvian
currency
At present
Semiprecious
stone
Brown kiwi
Symbol for
tantalum
Sum up
Mountain lake
King of beasts
Affirmative
Periods of time
Rocky hill

1111111110iiiiiiiillliiiigliNlitil
1111
e4
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MIDistr.
IIIby;i;Iii MINNIEiiiii MIN i*:i

DOWN
1 Cosmetic
2 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
3 Greek letter
4 Hinder

70

be

tore 3

c.

sOMBS OUT
...Roaches,
Ants, Insects •••
Bomb out roaches,
ants, flies, mosquitoes,
moths, fleas, or any
flying or crawling insect
Kill-KB Insect Bomb and
Kill-Ko Roach and Ant Bomb
kill quickly. And their
powerful, residual action
keeps on killing. If roaches,
ants, or other insects are
having a blast at your expense
blast them with Kill-Ko.
It's a real bomb.

la

Potential killers
Many of the products carry
warnings, but the wee ones
hardly can read them. So, it's
up to parents to keep the
potential killers out of children's reach, and to teach them
that some items are not playthings.
Phil Dykstra, -head of the
safety council's home department, warns that all medicines
should be kept out of reach.
In addition, he suggested these
household items should be
stored where children can't get
to them:
-Ammonia,' drain cleaner,
metal polish: washing soda,
lighter fluids, rat poison,
leather polishes and dyes, shoe
cleaners, ink, room deodorizers, drycleaning fluids, paints
and thinners, turpentine, varnish, typewriter cleaner, cements and glues, bleach, furniture polish, detergents;
Fabric softeners, insecticides, floor waxes, laundry bluing, shoe polishes, rug cleaners,.
camphor, moth repellents, kerosene, gasoline, antifreeze,
putty and rust remover.
Attention football fans:
June 26 is the date for ABC's
telecasting of the annual
-Coaches All-America game,
which will be played this time
in Lubbock, Texas.
we.
Jackie Cooper, who "retired" from acting six years
ago, returned to greasepaint to
star in "Maybe I'll Come Home
in the Spring," a motion picture fortelevision.

-KO

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

'OP

It is cash register magic, as
evidenced by the $14.5 million
volume attained by Farrell's
Ice
Parlour
Cream
Restaurants for the fiscal year
ended March 31.
In a trying period for
restaurants generally, the
chain franchised and owned by
Farrell's, Inc., a closely held
Insured!
Portland, Ore., company,
boosted volume from $8•5
Mothproofed!
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
million the year before.
17, May 18, May 19
Recently the 43rd unit of the
No boxing!
Was
Farrell's,
Inc., growing chain opened in St.
profitable?
Pay only regular
Plain
Paul, Minn. Farrell said 11
"Very much so," responded
clecmin' g prices!
stores are company-owned,the
Robert E. Farrell, smiling
One Piece
remainder franchised.
chief of the cafe empire.
-We will open about 10
Farrell's forte is a hap
blend of the restaurant company stores this year," he
business and show business. added. "Franchisees will open
Its eateries evoke a turn-of- another 10 or so."
the-century atmosphere. Music
Farrell's, Inc., is 10 per cent
tinkles from a player piano.
,wned by Arden-Mayfair, Inc.,
Costumed employes sing
111Ch holds a franchise that
"Happy Birthday" as an covers Southern California
honored customer blows out the from Bakersfield to the
SepTwo for I
candles on a free sundae. Bells Diego-Imperial countres
and sirens cut loose when territory franchised to John
C:.
someone orders an $8.50 ice Ortman,a retired Navy officer.
ci-earn creation big enough for
Private investors own 15 per
10 ordinary appetites.
Waiters and waitresses are cent of Farrell's, Inc., and the
well-groomed, clean-cut boys remainder belongs to "inand girls of high school and siders" including Farrell, G.
college age. Carefully selected, Dale Belford, executive vice
president-treasurer, and
they are bright, helpful and
Laundered to Perfectio
McCarthy. who has retired to
articulate.
Farrell said there are as the beach town of Lincoln City,
many as 500 to 800 applicants Ore,.
Little changed from the start
when a new restaurant is
years ago, the Farrell's
Zip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur Trim, Formal,
opening. Those interviewed for
u • . it
the 45 jobs are rated on a scale formula has been imitated by
others •'but they haven't made
of one to five and, "We hire
it." said Farrell. Meanwhile,
only fives," he reported. "The
the top Farrell's restaurant
HOUR
problem is that too many are so
grossed $680.000 in 1970, and
good. You hate to see them
Farrell expects some newer
DRY
wasted."
ones to do even better.
At Farrell's, there are no
t
re
V,
have
stopped selling
alcoholic drinks. Smoking by
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
franchises," he said."We have
kids under 18 is discouraged.
franchised large areas-all of
Like the outlook of churchgoing
Hawaii, Washington state,
Folded
Bob Farrell, the tone is
Minnesota, Michigan, Arizona,
cheerful and wholesome.
Open
Dail
,
/
from
7
am-6
pm
the
San
Diego
area
and
the
Los
Farrell, now 43, and Kenneth
Angeles area."
E. McCarthy, 50, met at a
Owned and Operated by Begley Drug Co.
Working capital plus cash
Portland church supper.
fLiw
will
enable
the
company
to
Farrell was Oregon sales
manager for Libby, McNeill &
Libby, the food packer. McCarthy was with the dairy
division of Carnation Co.
They found they shared a
dream of operating a distinctive eating place. Both had
worked with restaurants
Farrell, a frustrated actor, was
skilled in promotion and
What's more it comes with safety
Don't let the small size and
developing a show-biz format
McCarthy knew a lot about ice
front disc brakes and all.the luxury
the small price fool you. Datsun's
cream formulas and training.
you could want: bucket seats, whitewall
Li'l Something 1200 Sedan is the real
As fathers and husbands,.
upholstery...all

Free
Storage

Blazers
DRESSES SporisCoa
09
week long

Shirt
Special

'•

,216

One
cLeaneRs

DRIVE-UP WINDOW

1fta big car

McCoy for freeway, city street or
country road. With a 69 horsepower
engine it'll do 0-60 in 14.8 seconds and
turn an honest 94 MPH.

SO MUCH FOR

SOMETIME5 It5 ONLY A LITTLE
TNIN6 THAT GIVES US HOPE ...
A 5MILE FROM A FRIEND, OR A
90N6,OR THE 5161-IT OF A BIRD
SOARING HIGH ABOVE TriE TREES..

(EVERYONE
NEEDS TO
RAVE HOPE.

they wanted to provide a place -expand during the next six to 12
where teen-agers could gather
months, but management is
in a nonalcoholic environment -taking a good look- at the
and where families could feel' possibility of a public financcomfortable.
evoke ing, he disclosed.
To
nostalgia, they equipped the
restaurant with quaint lighting,
candy barrels, old-fashioned
ceiling fans, marble-topped
tables
an elaborate soda
fountain.
Their 108-seat basement
restaurant in a neighborhood
shopping
center
began
operating on Friday,the 13th of
September, 1963. Irish luck
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"An Evening with the HarTruck Taxes
km Globetrotters" is an NBC
Reported
special for May 26. The zany
but so-skilled basketballers, no
WASHINGTON — Anstrangers to television, will get nual state and federal highsome assists, this time from way use taxes for a typical
host Joe Garagiola, who can heavy truck range from $1..be as flaky in his own way as 654 for a three-axle tractorthe Trotters; comedian Nipsey trailer (40,000 pounds gross
Russell,and five-year-old Stevie vehicle weight) to $3,400
Christy, who seems to be dis- paid by a five-axle tractortined-to-he-a Trotter of-thr.- trailer (72,000 lbs. GVW).
future.

/led

mai

tires and full vinyl
included in--the base price. Our
Li'l Something is really something.
Drive a Datsun...then decide.

in a small package.

I-- 17

Nancy
I

I LOVE
WALKIETALKIES

NANCY,
BOUGHT
YOU A
WALKIE TALKIE
SET

'1,963"

I HATE
WALK I E TALKIES

Delivered complete in Murray. Price includes state sales tax and 1971 license plate.
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L'il Abner

1200 "Li'l Something" Sedan
WE'LL TORTURE HIS -METHOD"OUTA
HIM, AN'-PANTP-9KooLfr-GIT DATES
AT LAST; wiF ALL THESE GALS
wi-tArS REFOOZIED us.':'

DATSUN
PRODUCT OF NISSAN

1°
)

-‘4'
4A••

LASSITER-McKINNEY DATSUN
* Open

So. 12th Street

'

•.4

Evenings Until 8:00 *
Phone 73-71r4
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NEW YORK (UPI) - "Dark
Shadows" may be off the air
after a long career as a daytime ABC sigkork/serial-its
umpteen epi‘Rs are now in
syndication-but the memory
lingers on in the cinema. Last
year, the series was drawn
upon for the murk "House of

...
J Y

.
.
-evores4aii4C Itrivsarevas..v
;Age......~7.14‘..rdwohyar

PAGE NINE

Dark Shadows.- Now, NIGNI
has in production a second
film inspired by the television
program, "Curse of Dark Sfiadows" is its title,.
successa "Husbands,4. will
direct,"Minnie and Moscowitz"
for Universal International
Pictures.
FOR
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HEADS BAPTISTS - New
president of the American
'Baptist Convention is Mrs.
Marcus Rohlfs (above) of
Seattle, Wash., the fifth
woman to head the 1.5 million member denomination.
She succeeds the Rev. Dr.
Roger L. Fredrikson of
Sioux Falls, S.D. Before
World War II, Mrs. Rohlfs,
of Swedish ancestry, picketed against selling scrap
steel to Japan.

-.. 44
.6*.;Ca.
(
4
photo of one of the 400 inGET YOURS YET?-This is a
the Presidential Seal
with
vitations embossed in gold
June 12 White House
the
mailed to 400 persons to attend
Finch Cox. About
Edward
and
Nixon
Tricia
of
wedding
25, and Cox, 24.
Tricia.
of
friends
young
100 are

000PS'-They may be fashionable, but long skirts pose safety
hazards as demonstrated here by young woman about to lose her
composure to an elevator door.

They want party
for the poodles
By Abigail Van Buren

May 22 is the date for the
CBS telecast of the finals of
the Miss gUSA Beauty Pageant
at Miami Beach, Fla. The winner will represent the U.S. in
the Milo Universe Beauty Pageant' to be aired on the network in July.

Longer skirt fashions
-are shorter on safety

SHIRL

_FAMED WOMEN DEADWrs. Laura Virginia 0'Hanlon Douglas (top), the
woman who received the
"Yes, Virginia, there is a
Santa Claus" letter from
the New York4Rn 75 years
ago, died in a nursing home
in Valatie, N.Y. She was
81. Col, Florence Blanchfield (lower), 87, the first
woman to receive a commission in tht U.S. Army
and who directed 60,000
nurses in the Army Nurse
Corps in World War II,
died in Walter Reed Hospital in Washington, D.C.

was dragged for 16 blocks and.
stepped on by four pedestrians
and a dog.
31 She went to shift gears,
It's getting so the fashionable
,ady canftv sit down without grabbed her skirt instead and
ripped it while putting her
running over herself.
when
While John Fairchild, that hemline into third. And
she
self-important fashion monger she tried to hit the brake,
floorDf dictated trends smirks in his slammed down on her
and
Women's Wear Daily control board-dragging fashion
chamber, safety patrols found herself going 35 miles an
throughout the country are hour in a parking space.
41 The office and her.
shaking in their double-tread
rubber-soled priktical walking longuette didn't wear too well
nuts.
"arr.'
Jest
N..
CHULA:
DEAR
either. Miss Farquar shut a
shoes:Those longer lengths in filiqg cabinet and five doors on
DEAR ABBY: I am going to be married in six weeks. A
ladies' clothing, for all you herself ( not counting the two cm
month ago I telephoned a girl who had been a good friend of
women who really care, may the elevator that snagged her/.
All mention of the unbe considered fashionable by
mine at college and asked her to be. one of my bridesmaids.
Fairchild, oh yes. But to the fortunate Fanny aside, safety'
Illepsecepted. 1 hadn't seen her for about six months, so I
guardians of national safety, experts also realize that the
Invited her to visit me for a weekend. When she arrived, I
VANISHING EAGLES FOUND DEAD-Believed poisoned
those lengthier lengths are midi creates a terrible hazard
was shocked. She is obviously pregnant, and says she'll be
by bait left by sheep ranchers for predators, these 15
enough to drive one up the wall. when getting on and off buses.
starting her eighth month in six weeks from now!
and safely)
golden and bald eagles were found dead in Jackson
Figuratively
She is not married and has no plans to be. She told me
A survey by British Leyland,
speaking, that is.
Canyon near Casper. Wyo. Conservationints warn that
a motorcar manufacturer,
honestly that she had had a "meaningful relationship" with a
the eagles may be extinct by the end of this century.
The National Safety Council found that mini-skirts had
fellow at college and they broke up. She isn't exactly proud of
either.
of
it,
advent
made
of
women
the
by
shaken
inadvertently
so
ashamed
was
not
her condition, but she's
drivers.
Fanny
the midi versus the preser- better
Abby, I still love her and believe me, I am not judging
vation of safety that one Farquar, where are you—)
her, but this is a small town and my family and friends
chapter released a forIt seems shorter fashions
would never understand an unmarried but pregnant
immediate-release com- necessitate pantyhose or no
bridesmaid in my wedding party. I hate to hurt her feelings,
munique.
hose at all. But with the midi
BRIDE TO BE
• but what can I tell her?
To quote: "When the mini- and the loosening of the
skirt first came out, women pantyhose requirement, the
DEAR BRIDE: Tell her you hate to hurt her feelings,
had to 'relearn' how to move - survey found that both garters
that you still love her and are not judging her, but years is a
for modesty's sake. Now that and girdles present hazards to
never
would
friends
and
family
your
small tows and
the midi has made the scene, the woman driver
understand aa wamarried but pregnant bridesmaid. If she
they need to be reeducated on
•'The girdle, which quickly
loves you, she'll not judge you either.
how to move - for safety's becomes uncomfortable,
sake."
results in squirming by the
DEAR ABBY: I invited a friend over, and she wanted to
Not since Napa grape. wearer behind the wheel. And if
like
don't
parents
my
her
told
I
but
calls,
Congratulate your graduate
make prank phone
crushers were urged to avoid it becomes too tight, 41 can
open-toed sandals has such a result in numbness in Cie legs."
me to use the phone unless it's for a good reason. My parents
with the most accurate watch
profound edict emerged.
weren't home at the time, but my mother called and asked
Continuing
the world. Accutron by
soberly.
in
''Garters
me to go to the bus station and meet my uncle. My friend
"We've always been con- tend to lift a woman's feet from
So precise that
Bulova.
I
When
alone.
went
I
so
said she'd rather wait in my room
cerned with the dress of people the pedal and to overcome this
is guaranteed to
accuracy
was gone she made a prank long distance call.
on the job." emphasized she often pushes against the
a
minute
a
within
Richard
We got the bill a month later and there was a Pla
prqgram director
pull of her garters and winds up
•
month
going
charge on it for a call to Florida! My parents were furious
she
faster
than
intends."
Russell. "No loose clothing
Now there's a survey that
and made me pay for it. When I asked my friend if she made
around machinery, wearing
See our full range of
to
her
get
I
can
How
did.
she
said
and
laughed
she
call
the
hard hats at construction sites was really researched,
Accutron styles
MAD
pay me back/
. . . these are some of the things
From $110
we've had to push.
DEAR MAD: You probably can't. I don't know how
"Well, now it's the longer
valuable
very
a
gained
you
friendly you are with this girl, but
lengths in women's clothing
A
16.2.8.
Insight Into her character for lack of hi for
we're concerned about. They
bargain-at today's prices.
pose a real hazard."
Tossing in a personal afCONFMENT1AL TO "HELP ME TO HELP MY
terthought, he added,' .. Not
MOTHER" IN HOUSTON: only your mother can help
to mention the fact most men,
herself. Poor soul. She, like many other vain women, would
including myself, don't like
hearing
rather NOT wear a hearing aid and pretend she's
them."
everything, than to wear one and bear everything. Please
Back to safety in action,
beara
have
age
her
women
the
at
kalf
that
least
tell her
however. Named in the
ing loos, and the mew hearing aids are se cleverly designed
emergency release as major
now that they are practically invisible.
rnidi maneuvers that could
mean monstrous mishaps were
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it Or stairs,
elevators, escalators,
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box MOS, Los Angeles, Cal,
curbs, buses, filing cabinets,
addressed
reply
enclose
stamped,
personal
a
For
MM.
cartons,chairs on wheels and 4envelope.
on-the-floor gearshifts.
Which brings to mind the
story of Little Fanny Farquar,
For Abby's sew booklet. "What Tees-Agers Want to
who preferred thather friends,
Know." send $1 to Abby. Has WIN, Los Angeles, Cid, ONO.
call her Fanny but they didn't.
Traveling down the already
peril-laden pathway'of life, she
to
a
decided
become
fashionable femme fatale and
Stainless '?.el
A. 0A55 ANQ DAY "10
flounce forth in a flowing skirt.
d, 300 marliers $1115.
dial luminous na,
rn one day alone, Miss
Stainiess
steel, .
"230".
• ACCUIS0N
Farquar was trapped and 1.€
shaded blue dial. Stainress steel bane $125
511-ItarieAts 0. 1/4)avt*s does r,ft
steel
at.
C ACCUTRON "241- 3tainress
felled no less than 23 tinw,
resistant while dial, blai- lr strap $113
0
is pA001 THAN
because of The Dastardly Midi !want the office of Property.
• ACCUTION VW'51d Stainless step'
JUST A 1N0110
Tested to depth Of 666 tee! Tiapcep
Some of the highlights in- "Value Administrato ro
WITH US
indicator $193
:abolished.
Do
You
A
vote f,rai
cluded. I Going down her
apartment stairs one morninv 4teh. arles 0. Davis will WI*
:•!'461
Factory Trained Service
she stepped down on her long *assure you the right to vote tor*
skirt as well and fell into thi• *this office. Elect Charles ri
•
arms ..of another tenant 1.vh, . *Davis as your next 'senat,r.
*
hadn't planned on catching her *from the First District
•
Dowfrtown Murray
24 Struggling into her ear 'We
will adiust I.c, Ms tgle•ar, • .1
.Paid for by ('harks () Ih...
is
neC$4$0$ Guarantee is tor One Year
she inadvertent!) slammed
Phone 753-9999 (After 5:00, 7.5j-9161)
‘door on her trailing skirt 1,
1 4
0
******4
are the only young
DEAR ABBY: My husbantt and
couple on our block who have no children, but we have.. two
poodle pups we think the world of.
In a way, those poodles are our "children." We have toys
for them, and all the neighborhood kids love to play with the
PeP1.
Our poodles will be a year old soon, and I would like to
eve a birthday party for them. I would invite the
neighborhood kids over for birthday cake and ice cream; and
I'd have crazy hats and balloons just like a regular birthday
party. I'd even take pictures of it. My question: Do you think
CHULA VISTA
people will think we are completely nuts?

Accutron®
by Bulova

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.
We Specialize In Your Needs

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE

William R. Furches

FURCHES JEWELRY

p.m.

I would like to take this opportunity to announce my candidacy tor City Councilman of the
City of Murray, Ky., on May 25, 1971.

ONE 17w' CAT I
14th twin 55 H.P.
wailer. Phone 7533-3959 nights.

After 38 years in business in Murray,I feel that
I know some of the problems and the needs of
Murray.

•
SI
SIINIATURE
Iluppies, male, g •.
shone 753-9371,

If elected I will do my best to make Murray a
better place to live.

'SHALLOW WELL
house, 885.1 1
436-2103.

Your vote and influence. will be greatly appreciated.

By KAREN vrruP
Copley News Service

The summa cum laude gift

GOLF CLUBS; '
lions, 2 thru wedge
*oda. Phone

raft:

igSED THREE pi
living room suite,
wod condition.'Pho
5841.

William R.Furches

SONY/SU
SCOP

ti 1.4.ep
trillvik Area

fr

Tape Rec
Stereo S

Try thinking of
BOONE'S

as an extra
closet.

CHUCKS M
CENTE
1411 Main St., M
Phone 7

`t--

's :ass .
with air conditione
dition. Phone 437-42
LARGEST VAR:I
in Kentucky. No
prices. Country Bo
Army Surplus Fo
from Hopkinsville,
117 & 164. Open Sun.
Pitrn.

PRICE MOE

HOME CEN

• Homes tom '2,
Low as st95's
Hwy. 641 S. Phone
Murray.
Holiday Inn

Samtone

Ask *oat our
pram pial, up
KENMORE PORT
loading dish washer,
two cycle. 'Used
Phone 753-6949.

Box Storage

29

Only $
Plus Regular Cleaning Charges

* Safe - Insured
* Nothing To Pay Till Fall
* FREE Guaranteed Mothproofing

SPECIAL!!
(THRU MAY 29)

DRESSES (Plain)
PANT SUITS(2-Pc.)

BOOY NE'S

LAUNDR & CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You",

•

GAITED FIVE year
gelding. Also five y
and white pony
ridden and handled
Phone 753-6949.
TWO ARC regiS
Doberman Pinsher
all shots, tails and e:
Perfect guard dogs.
8399.

*1
* 1
*2
*4
This applie
and All Merch
Shop
Paints, Wallpa
Mirrors, Unfin
Custo
and

THE SHE
Southside Sh
* SAL
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ond
t-ion

get the job done

will
tz"
,nal

IF,
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

TOMATO and PEPPER

PLANTS
LARGE ASSORTMENT
OF
BEDDING PLANTS

SHIRLEY'S GREENHOUSES
500 No. 4th Street

REAL OITA= FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
CARPET SALE; two new truck
loads, some heavy shag, some
pattern type, some indoor-outdoor, some commercial type hidensity rubber back. Prices start
at $2.50 square yard and up to
$3.35 square yard, none higher.
While it lasts. Paschall's
Discount House, Hazel, Ky., 4929733.
AMP

Intr70117:r:Tr'
Seed Corn
• Atrizen • Lorox
• • LUSO
• Hood Soybeans
• Dare Soybeans
• Wayne Soybeans
Farmors Grain &
Solod Co.
Quality Field Seed &
Service Railroad Ave.

HOUSE FOR SALE
If you fike antique green this house is for YOU!
AB built-in. kitchen, family room, study panwiled in andque green. Matching brick
fireplace. Entrance, living r00111, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths (en* with doable lavatories and mirrors).
Paved drive,doublefarage, utility. Central heat
and air, eargeeed, ail drapes stay. City school
district, two blocks from new high school. 1702
Audubon Dr., MOW, upper twenties. Appointment only pleas.

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

WISEHART'S MOBILE
HOME SERVICE
COMPLETE MOBILE HOME SERVICING
Specializing in ...
• Central Heat
• Air Conditioning
• Awnings
• Underpenning
• Electrical Wiring and Hookups
Phone 753-9290
after 5 p.m.

N(YTTres.

WELCOME
TO THE
10 HOUR
WORK WEEK!
If you would eke to work 10 Men
pace, I. your
own besl-

n week of your OM
OM car, and build your

'.1,11 you would like to invest as iltfle
as BOO to 61500 in spars cab to
start a business that can give you a
nice return per year, then we'd better have a little talk!
We'll show you how to make your

WATERFRONT YEAR round FURNISHED THREE bedroom
spars time pay handsome dividends
with Ull Snack Shop Vending Malimie at P1111111111111*arm Para home, two baths, central heat
chines A proven business opporstyle,two floors,line badiroalls, and air five and three-tenthst.
tunity in i growing $5 billion
two bathe, family rosin, utility, miles East of Murray on High- PIANOS AND ANTIQUE organs HORNBUCKLE'S BARBER market where 8096 of the business
GOLF CLUBS; Wilson Staff. TURKIES, DUCKS, Chickens,
Irons, 2 thru wedge and 3 sets of Guineas, adults and babies.
two fire-places, susideCk, way 94. Phone 7534158.
M18P rebuilt, refinished, restyled, Shop,open 3:00 p.m,- 10:00 p.m. is done by the small independent
tuning and repairs.Jetton Is Dyer Tuesday
through
woods. Phone 753-5885 after 7:00 Large
Friday. operator.
selection.
Hubert
cathedral ceWng. WOLK By
M17C Alexander, 3 miles South of
owner.436-2170after 6p.m. MEC ON ANTIOCH Harbor near Paris Piano- Sales and Service. Cuba Saturday, 11:00 8 7:00. Closed No experience necessary! No perP-m•
sonal sales calls necessary! We will
Sedalia. Phone 326456.
M18P
Landing, three adjoining lots. Road, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 328- Monday. Boy's haircut, 75c. train
you, counsel you, secure your
8522.
Hours,
5:00
to
8:00
p.m.,
Men's
haircut,
$1.00.
HornSold seperately or together.
locations. All you need is your car,
ONE 17' CATAMARAN boat
WANTED TO BUY
(Closed
Wednesday),
10:00
to
buckle's
Barber
Shop,
213
Spruce
a small investment, and be=g
$500.00 each. Phone 753fifth twin 55 H.P. motor and REDUCE SAFE & fast with
June 14C Street. Phone`153-7742
TFNC to work hard to become a
6258.
M22C 4:00Saturday.
• - trailer. Phone 753-2532 days and GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water WANT TO BUY; logs and
Your conscientious effort will deter163-3959 nights.
MIX pills",Holland Drug Store. 5119C standing timber. Also have for
mine your income.
HELP WANTED
THREE BEDROOM brick; 3
sale lumber and sawdust.
Are you ready to start improving
BELTONE FACTORY fresh Murray Saw Mill and I..tunber THREE BEDROOM brick. years old; carpeted throughout,
IIIINIATURE
SCHNAUZER
LADIES, THREE openings, full your income? Then write.
hearing aid batteriesfor all make Co. Phone 753-4147.
,:rFc Dinette-kitchen combiaathm. patio, storm doors and windows
puppies, male, good pedigree.
or part time. Exeellent earning.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. ITC
Air-conditioned, new dish plus screens, ideal for couple or
MTINC
bone 753-9371.
opportunities. For appointment •••••••••
C -2
WANT TO BUY; 8 track tape washer, large back perch, two small family. Shown by apM17C NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS
call 753-1711.
"NEVER USED anything like player for car. Will pay good car garage. On private kit. Phase pointment only. Located at 1625
clowsion ol 1.111
I275 PROfIT DRIVE•DALLAS, TECO 75247
tHALLOW WELL pump with It," say users of Blue Lustre
167P Catalina Drive. 753-3263. M31C
price. Phone 753-5830 after 3:30, 753-1176.
I me Interested in more infongstiosi
ptunp house, $85.00. Like new. carpet cleaner. Rent electric
IF YOU are economically about making gooney in the vending
M18P
ask for Dan.
business. I have
car and Ix hours
Phone 436-2103.
M17C shampooer $1. Big K.
disturbed and would like to break
M22C
Mg reek ware time.
SERVICES ownqtam
47 SERVICES OFFERED
into the Life Insurance field in CI I an inmet $600 is • wine. •
FOR RENT
tISED THREE piece sectional CREOSOTED POLES for pole
this area, a nationally known • can invest $1500 in • route. ,
living room suite, dark beige, barn construction, utility poles
company offers an opportunity Name
good condition. Phone 753and boat docks. Murray Lumlaer
for you. Our plan includes
FOR RENT
Address
SPIMIRS
Ml7P Co., Maple Street, Murray,
2941.
commission plus advances,
Rat Year Semi
Are Poison
$tate __Zip_
NICE FURNISHED
bonuses, hospitalization in- 'City
Kentucky.
ITC
Plume
(
)
surance, pension retirement.
11111% 101 1.
1 1
!.
BENI
Apartments for 3, 4, or 5
MOBILE HOME, 12:50, 1965
Sales background would be MIII Dept 5544
college girls.
model. Two bedrooms, airhelpful, although it is not
conditioned, washer, dryer. Near
11.
COACHUS
essential. Write, giving full facts ELECTROLUX SALES & SerCarry Germs
city limits. Available June 6.
about yourself to: P.O. Box 668, vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. M.
SUNIMER AND FALL
M18P Sanders, phone 382-2488, FarPhone 753-7959 afternoons. M19P
Sikeston, Mo.63801.
v Tape Recorders
*
Reliable
1
SEMESTER.
CAY R 01
mington,Kentucky.
M17C
PESTS
* Responsible
BEDROOM SET: two twin beds
,
k Stereo Systems
Also furnished apartments
WANTED: Lady to clean, one
and one dresser, $80.00. Living
for college boys.
morning per week. Call '753-7984 AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning
CHUCKS NII:SIC
*
Respected
room set: couch, two end tables,
mix compressors. Rebuilt, $40 each.
Nice private rooms with
before noon.
CENTER
one coffee table and lamps, kitchen privileges for
GM,Ford, Chrysler, R.C. Evans,
1411 Main St., Murray,Ky.
$40.00. Kitchen table and four
June 5P
college girls.
EXPERIENCED BABY-Sitter. Route 3,Murray.
VOTE
Phone 753-3682
S20.00. G.E. stove, $35.00.
Your home or mine, for 10
11110** r4011411$40r, $38491 PHONE 753-5865 days or
Do net be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
months old baby.Phone 492Mime 753-8714after Sp.m. ITC
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. or
8399.
M17C
a
day
Winter
and
Summer
the
year
.
TWO BEDROOM biller, 10x55
round
.
on Sundays.
with air conditioner. Good con- NEW GOLD drapes, lined,
82
dition. Phone 437-4240.
M17C inches long. Deep hems, four
REPRESENTATIVE
WANTED: MIDDLE aged
woman with own transportation
Paid Political
sections, 27 feet total. Brass NEW TWO bedroom duplex, 1714
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols hanging
to baby-sit, two pre-school
Advertisement
lamp,
folding Wells
Ext., with stove,
and
Iv CLARK KINNAIRD
in Kentucky. No increase in clothesline; 90 inch turquoise refrigerator, air
children. 18th Street vicinity.
conditioner.
prices. Country Boy Stores, the drapes.Phone 753-8825. M19NC Couple only
489-2626.
M17P
Phone
$50.00 deposit,$115.00
"4 MERICA'S first
LEGAL NOTICE
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
tat" is the salutation givmonth or $100.00 month if paid six
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky.
STUFF ENVELOPES. Make 25c en to Margaret Brent in Dic100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky
months in advance. Phone 753BEAUTIFUL
TWO
bedroom
Sealed
bids
will
be
received
by
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
each. No addressing or postage tionary of American BiograPhone_75_3-3914 Day Or Nfte
3696 or 313-842-2612_
M24P
the City of Murray, Calloway. needed. Send $1.00 for complete phy, published with the imM31C 12144 mobile home, perfect for
p.m.
newlyweds or couple with one
County, Kentucky, at the office of instructions to Mayfield Mail primatur of the American
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
child. Excellent condition. Lots of ONE OR TWO Mobile homes in
the City Clerk until 7:30 p.m., Order, P.O. Box 5, Mayfield, Council of Learned Societies,
r
Kentucky
of
Licensed
State
by
Miss Brent, shown here in
extras. New furniture and all June. You must have references
Central Daylight Saving Time,on
M22C a sketch from a portrait for
PRICE MOBILE
Membei Chamber of Commerce June 10, 1971,for Contract No. 17 - Kentucky.
electric. Phone 753-8644 after 6:00 to rent. Also a protective deposit
which she posed, was of resommem
HOME CENTER
p.m.
M18NC required. Apply in person, no
Interceptor Sewers & Force
MEN OR WOMEN full time or
Main,Contract No.18- East Fork
Brandon
please.See
calls
phone
• Homes from 1,995"
part time. Do you need money?
your
Clark River Pump Station 15 FT FIBERGLAS boat, 25 H.P. Dill at Dill's Trailer Court after CARPET CLEANING in
Don't borrow it. Write the
rugs just 19,95
home.
Most
9112
Low as '195° Down
General Construction, and
Evinrude motor. Student must 5:00p.m.
M19C
Nutrilite Agency. Let me tell you
Free estimates. Call collect 24;
Hwy. 641 S. Phone 753-3640
Contract No. 19- East Fork Clark
sell. Phone 436-5651.
M17C
how to earn it. Vernon E. Davis,
2456,
Mayfield
CleanerCarpet
Murray, )0. Next to
River
Pump
Station
Electrical
NICE THREE bedroom brick s.
P.O. Box 87, Paris, Tenn. 38242.
M29N(
Holiday Inn
Work, according to plans and
PORTABLE
TELEVISION, home in Plainview Acres. Phone
M2OP
Give phone number.
Folks,
our
specifications which are on file at
used. 11 inch screen. $40.00. 753-7903 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
As about our rental
FULCRUM TERMITE Control
the office of the City Clerk in the SALESMAN FOR local lumber
Phone 762-3376.
M17C
purchase plan, up to 10
Free inspection. Cali collect
City Building, Murray, Ken- and building materials firm. For
SMALL OFFICE, 201k4 South Mayfield, Robert ?Weber, 247televisions
just
won't
tucky, and also at the office of interview, write to P.O. Box 46,
ONCE IN a lifetime paint deal.
Fifth (Ora K. Mason office 6270or Elbert Fuicher 247The Chester Engineers, Inc., 845 Murray, Kentucky.
MHIC
Thousands of gallons, top quality,
building). Possession imbreak down fast
M18C
Fourth Avenue, Coraopolis
KENMORE PORTABLE front standard brands, as low as $2.47 mediately. $75 per month. Call 4783.
Pennsylvania, 15108. Imloading dish washer, coppertone, per gallon. Country Boy Stores. 753-2920.
en,ough to keep our
M17C
mediately after closing time for
.two cycle. 'Used six months. The Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
WILL DO baby sitting in n)
puted descent from William
Serviceman busy. For receipt of bids, they will be 1969 BUICK ELECTRA con- the
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 &
Phone 753-6949.
Conqueror. She made conhome.
Mi7c
Phone
436-6047.
ONE-TWO
bedroom
trailer,
airpublicly opened and read aloud vertible. Power steering, brakes, quests as an early settler in
164. Phone 885-5914. Open Sunfast and honest TV
conditioned,
per
$50.00
month
and
by the Council Chambers in the windows and seats. Low mileage. Maryland-first woman to acGAITED FIVE year old buckskin days until 4:00 p.m. It pays to one-1 bedroom trailer, $40.00 per
FURNITURE REFINISHING . repair, call us. We
quire land there (1,000 acres)
City Building.
M31C
gelding. Also five year old brown take a look.
Phone 436-5862or 762-6196. M111C in
month.'Phone 489-2595.
her own right; first woman
M17C All work guaranteed. Free
and white pony mare. Both
use
genuine
parts in
to demand a vote; first to sepickup and delivery Free
ridden and handled by children. 8 PIGS,50 lbs. apiece. Phone 753cure appointment as an attorRENTING NOW for the summer estimate. Antique or naturt
Copies of the plans and DUNE BUGGY; green with ney.-In this capacity," D.A.B.
all brands.
Phone 753-6949,
MIK 4904.
M18C and fall; two bedroom
Real
apartment finish. Jerry McCoyt753- (
specifications may be obtained black interior. Oval tires.
M17C says, "she entered more law
with central air and wall to wall 3045.
Juielek
by depositing Twenty-Five good shape. Phone 753-7753.
suits than anyone in the ColTWO AKC registered female
carpet,
tile
bath
and
modern
ony." Lord Baltimore having
1971 HARLEY DAVIDSON
$25.00) Dollars with The City of
Doberman Pinsher dogs. Have
four
door
LaSabre
1964
BUICK
designated her his representaMurray, Murray, Kentucky, or
Sportster motorcycle. Phone 753- kitchen. Best location in town. ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
all shots, tails and ears cropped.
black, $425.00. Salem tive, she was for a brief time
8772 days or 753-8261 after 6:00 Phone 753-4331 after 5:00p.m.
the Chester Engineers, 845 hardtop,
us
home
completely
your
owier
Perfect guard dogs. Phone 492between 8 a.m. and 12 the spinster governor pro-tern
Jurie7C with
p.m.
Fourth Avenue, Coraopolis, Cinema,
M21C
Central Shopping
Reynolds weather tight
8399.
M17C
M17C of Maryland.
noon. Phone 753.9808.
set
15108,
for
each
Pennsylvania,
"Of keen intelligence, and
(aluminum siding. Also we do
•
Center
obtained,
the
documents
so
of
great womanly charm, this
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished =inlet and overhangs m brick
run,
$50.00.
Will
FALCON
1961
Portia of Maryland possessed
total amount of which will be
duplex apartment. Central heat Storm windows k or, shutters
Located between
a broad vision beyond her
refunded to each actual bidder, but needs rings. Phone 753and air. Stove furnished, carpet. and carports: Frea estimates
M17C day," D.A.B. concludes.
and Ten $10.00) Dollars will be 9283.
Available July First. Couple or Call Garland's Alerninam SerRoses and Kroger
refunded to all others who return
couple with one child. Phone 753- vice,Route 1,/Orkney,41114427 or
Phone 753-5865
plans and specifications in good
8067.
M31P Sedalia nices.
• June18C
condition within ten (10) days
WANTED TO RENT
after the opening of bids.

Remember
Your 3 R's

SONY/SUPER
SCOPE
".

Protect Your Home!

Ray Roberts

CAL1. TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

CURTIS-MATHES

TV Service
Center

* 1O-20-4,*
* 10 DAYS ONLY
* 20% OFF
* 4 MONTHS TO PAY

This applies to All Merchandise in stock
and All Merchandise ordered during this event!
Shop our complete selection:
Paints, Wallpapers, carpets, Vinyls, Linoleums,
Mirrors, Unfinished Furniture, Picture Frames,
Custom Draperies and Painting
and, Decorating Accessories,

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
Southside Shopping Center Phone 753-3321
* SALE ENDS MAY 22nd *

•••

aft

WANT TO RENT; house in
country for couple. Will rent all
year. Phone 753.2833.
M1IIP
NOTICE

MUSIC LESSONS STARTING
141141EDIATELYI

The- City of Murray reserves
the right to reject any and all bids
and to waive any informalities in
bidding.

Mandolin - Classic Guitar - Country
Fiddle - Banjo

A certified check or bank draft
payable to the City of Murray or a
satisfactory bid bond executed by
the bidder and a surety company,
in an amount equal to five (5 perCent) per cent of the bid, shall be
submitted with each bid.

PRIVATE LESSONS BY APPOINTMENTS ONLY
_
Call..,

MUSIC CENTER

CHUCK-1S
Phone

153-3682

No bid may be withdrawn for
ninety (90) days after the same
has been filed with the City. ,
CITY OF MURRAY,KEN
, M19C
TUCKY
.
-

get the job One
NOTICE

NOTICE

PASCHAI4. TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST., LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
-4.
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Gringos, ghosts
haunt Alamos -

Dr. Pogue...

Today's Stock
Market

MONDAY-MAY 17, 1971

Rail Men...

Gordon C. Cope
(Cosithseed Men Page I)
Dies On Friday;
request-or something similar
to stop the strike-some time Rites
Are Tuesday
today.

Farris Named
Vets Chairman
For Campaign

Quotes
From The
News

Thef
Source
In Mui
Callowa

(Csatlinied from Page 1
YORK (UPI)-The
H. Lewis of Benton, LeRoy Of- NEW
ferman of Evansville and stock market opened levier in
Wallace A. Hanson of Roscoe, Ill. moderately active trading to- House Republican
Leader Garden C. Cape Of Meivindale,
By United Press Intermational
Pogue, who was presented day.
Ford called for fast Mich., formerly Of Calloway
R.
Gerald
WASHINGTON - TransportaAlumnus
after
the
Distinguished
Shortly
opening,
the
"The
By LLOYD H. WILKINS
delightful small hotel now
action on emergency legisla- Candy, died Friday. He was 56 Charles H. Farris of Rt. 1, tion Secretary John A. Volpe,
1964,
in
industrial
university
average
Jones
the
Dow
of
Award"
Copley News Service
managed by his son.
in was off 1.05 at 933.01. Of the 310 tion, but said the •strike never years of age and a member of the Murray, has been named as the describing the limitations on
And Alamos' restoration has been involved since 1944
should have been allowed to First Baptist Church at Lincoln veterans chairman in Calloway the movement of goods by
publishing
issues crossing the tape 147
ALAMOS, Mexico - GringoS boom - still going on in the collecting and
Pad., Mich. haPPenCounty for' Democrats Bert Truck, air or barge, because of
and ghosts make lor a happy quiet and unobtrusive way that material on two of the country's retreated, while 13 gained. Ford was referring to legisla- The deceseed is survived by his Combs for Governor and Julian the threatened rail strike:
mix in Mexico's tranquil Alamos seems to do everything greatest generals-George C. In the steel group, US. Steel
proposed some thne ago to wife, Mrs. Verna Nell Beach Carroll for Lieutenant Governor. "It's obvious that a great
1
4 to 33%, while tion
Alamos.
- was under way.- A stroll Marshall and Dwight D. dipped /
with such disputes, and in Cone, sister of Ohs, Hugh, and
deal
many things simply would not
Bethlehem and Armco lost %
The Americans - 100 or so down its narrow streets reveals Eisenhower.
message Nixon chided ?flagons Beach of the ICirksey His appointment was an- move."
his
1
4 and 20%,
families of them live per- Little more than massive walls,
to 23/
He became director of the each
Congress for failure to act on area and Olin Beach of Taylor, nounced
Ron
today
by
manently in this 17th Century archways and colonial facades, George C. Marshall Research respectively.
Mich.
"Emergency
D.
Stout,
coPublic
Christopher
and
Carl
his
Service
gracious
are
in
silver mining town - can but behind them
White Motors was unchanged
Library in Lexington, Va.,
He is also survived-by his chairmen for the Combs-Carroll WASHINGTON-Secretary of
"ouid
thatt.w
always pause in their work of hideaways with marble floors 1956, and since 1964 has been at 20: in its group. Chrysler protection.Ac
Rogers, in a
put an end mother, Mrs. Clyde Cope of ticket in Calloway County. Farris State William P.
He said
restoring centuries-old man- and 18-foot ceilings.
television interview, challenging
executive director of the Mar- dipped V4 to 39%.
Mayfield
"chaotic
nature
of
to
the
Route
Five;
one immediately released a list of
sions to brew a shivery legend
Today scores of "just shall Foundation. His four In the chemicals, Monsanto
by Democratic
collective bargaining" in the daughter, Mrs. Robert Marks of veterans who will work with him a proposal
or so about that rumored cache lookers" - and buyers - find volume account of the life of surrendered /
Mansfield, to
Sen.
Mike
leader
1
4 to 454. East- transportation industry.
Fraser, Mich.; one son, Kenneth as committeemen during the
of silver ingots.
their way here to check out General Marshall is nearing man Kodak was off % to 81%,
reduce U.S troops in Europe:
Cope,
and
one
Press
Secretary
House
grandson,
White
Gregory
ranging
campaign. They are:
The gringos here are by and residential properties
completion.
"Why should we in the Unite
and Allied Chemical held Ronald L. Ziegler said "we feel Cope, both of Bladenburg, Md.;
up,
• large of a type that seeks from $12,000 to 840,000 and
the master's unchanged at 33%.
earned
States
reduce unilaterally and
Pogue
World
War
I
veterans-Dr.
piecemeal method is no sister, Mrs. Charles Beaman of
personal satisfaction rather depending on state of repair, degree at the University of Among the oils, Jersey this
Earl Mains, Rt. 1, Coldwater; thereby kiss goodbye to any
Mayfield
and
furnishings
Route
modernization,
way
to
run
a
railroad."
Five;
two
than profit in rebuilding the
Kentucky and the Ph.D. degree Standard dropped /
3
4 to 78/
Fred L Bray,Sr., Box 63, Hazel; chance that we might have to
1
4.
classic adobe and tile homes of land. The more adventurous at Clark University. His wife, the Texaco was off % to 36%, and Some 600,000 other rail brothers, Ernest Cope of Lloyd C. Houston, Rt. 3, Faxon; negotiate successfully to reduce
perhaps
only
might start with
workers honored the picket Mayfield Route Six and Jewel
a gracious era.
and Charles H. Whennen, Rt. 1, the Soviet presence?"
$4,000 - and a tent to pitch former Christine Brown of Fulton Standard of California gave up lines of the signalmen, who Cope of Altus, Oklahoma.
Still, it's always nice to come inside four roofless walls.
County, Ls a 1936 graduate of /
1
4 to 58%.
Funeral services will be held at Farmington and Coldwater.
per
cent
about
2
comprise
only
out ahead financially, and
Texas Instruments was off %
There are do-it-yourself Murray State.
the Linn Funeral Home, Benton, World War II veterans- NEW YORK--thairman Mawork force.
Alamos' obliging ghosts pay types with a temporary trailer
1946 at 115% in the electronics, of the rail
the
Members of
exceptions,
all
ciiTuesday
at two p.m. with Rev. William L.. Calhoun, Rt. 1, rio Merola of the City Council's
few
a
With
their keep just by prowling the home parked on the front stoop graduating class will be while KLM lost a full point to
Finance Committee suggesting
Ira
service
Henderson
was
officiating.
idled
across
train
Farmington; J. C. Galimore, Box a possible alternative if the
patios of some of those same and undertaking their own recognized at the banquet on the 63 among the airlines.
the nation from Boston to San B trial will be in the Mt. Carmel 69, Hazel; Milton C. Outland, Rt.
old mansions. A reasonably contracting - a top mason 25th reunion observance of the
American Telephone, the
Cemetery. in Calloway County 3, Highway Ky. 94E; J. T. Tid- state legislature does not give
contented, live-in spirit can draws about 84, a day - and class. A tea frorn 3to 5 pm.lathe most widely held stocks, dipped Diego.
with the arrangements by the well, Rt. 7, Mayfield (near the Council home rule powers:
most
immediately
people
The
boost property values.
there is an owner of a U. S. faculty lounge of the student % to 47.
Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, Coldwater); Chester McCuiston, "If we do not get this,
affected were an estimated
There's also a potential candy manufacturing firm
union building will also be held in
where friends may call after six 777 Spruce, Murray; Oveta enabling legislation to handle
railroad commuters.
fringe benefit in the walls and putting upwards of 8150,000 into
600,000
honor of the class.
this budget, then the time has
under the floors of those homes an estate.
Traffic jams developed in p.m. (Monday).
Bogardjitt. 1, Murray; and Hugh come Jot us,
Members of the committee
to seriously
•
•
- long-hidden stores of silver
cities
that
normally
major
many
Walton -Foster,-Rt. 1, Hazel.
A onetime mansion bought at planning the tea are: Mies
consider
the
alternative
of
from
concealed
coins
bars and
depend heavily on commuter
Korean veterans-William H. seceding from the state."
$8.500 two years ago and
(Continued from Page 1)
marauding Indians and restored, modernized and Martha Guier, chairman, Mrs.
mainly New York and
trams,
Hornbuckle,
213
Spruce,
Murray;
revolutionaries. Nobody has furnished sold recently. for Erwin, Mrs. Peggy Holland Laboratory School, Memphis Chicago.
and Robert H. Kemp, Rt. 7, Lynn
reported finding anything $30,000. A retired Sears, Brown, Mrs. Quava Clark Smith State University, Memphis, Manufacturing plants immeEAR MUFF MUTINY
Grove.
lately - but then maybe they Roebuck & Co. executive and and Miss Roselle Henry, all of Tenn., 1932-45.
AMERSHAM, England (UPI)
slowdowns.
One
began
diately
Vietnam veterans-Samuel G. -Five gardeners have told
The Murray woman had bees
'aren't talking.
his wife invested $22,000 in Murray.
Chrysler Federal State Market News
was
the
of
the
first
nor
ghosts
neither
Still it's
Bell, M. D., 205 S. 8th, Murray; town officials they will refuse
awarded a life membership by
property less than a year ago,
at Tinesburg, Service May 17, 1971
treasure that brings a steady put another 85,000 into imDistinguished the Murray State chapter of stamping plant
The
$500
Kentucky Purchase,,. Area Hog 011ie T. Easley, Rt. 7, Mayfield to wear brown plastic ear
work
which
said
it
would
Ohio,
flow of visitors to this quiet provements, labored untold but Professor Award will be Association
of
Childhood
Market Report Includes 10 (near Coldwater); Joseph G. muffs while mowing lawns.
village of 4,800 persons only a happy hours themselves and presented by William Taylor,last Education in the Association for half shifts today and would lay Buying Stations
' Minim, Box 43, Hazel; and The items were issued to the
its 4,200. workers if the
day's drive below Nogales, now have a home worth at least year's winner. Other previous Childhood
Education, In- off all
Receipts:
Act.
3479
Est. 800 Gerald McNutt, Rt. 4, Murray. men after the town's health
Ariz. Rattier_ it's a nostalgic 835,000. Even the bathrooms winners include Robert Baar, ternational. She was also a strike continued into Tuesday.
Farris, a veteran of both World officer warned that noisy
Barrows
and
Gilts
50c
higher
presidential
conReflecting
archways,
charm of Moorish
have fireplaces.
Mrs. Evelyn Linn Albritten, Dr. member of the Kentucky
War I and World War H, retired mower motors could cause
Sows
steady
to
25c
higher
cobblestone streets and lost
Some buyers, wary of C. S. Lowry, Dr. Liza Spann, Dr. Education Association, National cern about the economic effects US 1-3 nano lbs. $18.00-18.50; from the Army at the rank of
deafness.
of restoration problems and cost,
evocative
splendor
Max Carman and Dr. Walter Education Associationentucky of the strike, Ziegler said, US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $17.75-18.00; Colonel in 1953. He served more "People would think you were
Guatemala's Antigua.
buy or build new "old man- Blackburn.
ACE, Kappa Delta Pi, Delta 'vast experience has shown US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 817.25-17.75; than 34 years on active duty arid going to the moon if you were
It's the charm that oduced sions" constructed in colonial
Sixteen outstanding high school Kappa Gamma, and the Murray such a strike has an extremely US 3-4 260-230 lbs. 816.75-17.25; in the Reserves before his seen out with those things on,"
detrimental effect on the
W. Levant Alcorn, one of style - Alamos permits no seniors have, been chosen to Woman's Club.
retirement.
said Arnold Cheery, 50. "You
economy and welfare of US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 813.50-14.50;
Alamos' better-known gringos, modern exteriors. A typical receive $500 alumni scholarships
He is a native of the New would become a laughing
US
1-3
300-550
lbs.
812.50-13.50;
citizens."
American
to become a permanent example is the Alamos home for the 1971-72 school year, ac- She was a member of the First
Concord area.
resident more than 20 years and guest house of writer and cording to Mancil Vinson, United Methodist Church and had In his statement, Nixon said US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 811.50-12.50.
former film star Mary Astor. A secretary of the association and served many years
hoped
for
a
ago.
had
he
that
as a Sunday
walled
A casual visitor from Penn- three-quarter-acre
director of alumni affairs at School teacher there and at the "voluntary negotiated settlesylvania, he bought a crum- estate with interior garden and
however,
Murray State.
St. Luke's Methodist Church in ment of this dispute;
bling mansion on the main mountain view, it's currently
this was not forthcoming."
awards
to
be
Other
scholarship
Memphis,
Tenn.
She
was
born
in
plaza and turned it into a on the market at 939.000.
announced are two $500 Fats Calloway County on March 6, He said that his recommenda4110•••111111111,
Everett Memorial Scholarships 1900, and was the daughter of the tion for a strike freeze until
LETTERS EDITOIZ
in memory of the late Tennessee late Andrew Suiter and Vennie July 1 "is not only consistent
viimawaresamiwarismise•
with the national interest in
Congressman from Union City, a Robertson Softer.
$500 Wrather Scholarship in Survivors include one sister, continued rail service, but
Dear Mr. Williams;
memory of the late M. 0. Mrs. Hafford I Nellie) Rogers of preserves the processes of free
On behalf of the Calloway The funeral for Hardin Giles of Wrather, executive
vice- Murray Route Seven; one collective bargaining."
County Homemakers, I would 741 Nash Drive, Murray, was president of Murray State, a $500 brother, Ralph Suiter of Hodgson told reporters he
like to say thank you for your held today at 2:30 p.m, at the Liza Spann scholarship for a Monongah. W Va.; several was "bitterly disappointed"
with the union for calling the
cooperation and news coverage Liberty Cumberland medical or dental student in nieces and nephews.
of our Homemaker meetings, Presbyterian Church, where he honor of the well-known retired Funeral services will be held strike and Transportation Seactivities, and various projects. was a member, with Rev. Eurie professor of biology, and the $200 Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. at the First cretary John A. Volpe, saying
There is no better way for the Mathis and Rev. Harold Bates Pace Scholarship for a United Methodist Church with the strike was a "catastrophe,"
community to know of the many officiating.
Livingston County student.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., and assumed emergency powers
that would allow him to dictate
benefits to be gained by being a Pallbearers were Bobby Joe Tickets for the banquet are Rev. Coy Garrett officiating.
Homemaker member than by Smith, Jimmy Giles, Danny $2.25 each. Reservations must be Interment will be in the what materials would be
seeing stories and pictures of our Lamb, Ronnie Pea, David made by May 21 by contacting Martin's Chapel Cemetery with allowed to move first by other
modes of transportation.
programs.
Cunningham, and Oran Wells. the Murray State University the arrangements by the Max
I would also like to publicly Burtal was in the Elm Grove Alumni Association, Fourth Churchill Funeral Home where The Interstate Commerce
Commission said it was authorthank Mr. John Edd Walker, Cemetery with the arrangements Floor, Administration Building, friends may call
izing its field offices to grant
manager of West Kentucky Rural by the J. H. Churchill Funeral Murray State University, 42071
the 20,000 bus and truck lines
Electric Cooperative Corporation Home.
1753-37371.
under its authority emergency
for his support of our Giles, age 71, died Saturday at
licenses to carry goods and
Homemaker program.
9:30 a.m.at the Murray-Calloway
passengers left stranded by the
County Hospital. He was born
rail strike.
Sincerely yours,
May 2, 1900, in Calloway County
Trains already on the road
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer
and his parents were the late Sas
next
into their
continued
Homemakers
Co.
Calloway
Giles.
Louellen
Barnett
and
Giles
terminal, meaning some union
President
RAY ROBERTS WILL MAKE A GOOD REPRESENTATIVE FOR OUR
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
EDDYVILLE, Ky., May 15- crews would work into the
DISTRICT.
I have known Ray Roberts since he was a baby and following
Drive,
Giles
of
741
Nash
Bessie
BIGGEST EMERALD
Funeral services for Mrs. Neva A two-car accident on U.S. 841 morning or early afternoon.
are a few things I know about Ray.
NEW YORK (UPI)-A 13,14- Murray; two daughters, Mrs. Nix of 317 Irvan Street, three miles north of here today
in some cases, existing union
Ray has been very interested in sports from the time he was 8 years old
carat emerald found in the Odelle Lamb of Hazel Route Two Murray,were held Sunday at 3:30 'resulted in serious inTuries to a contracts
with
individual
Eldridge
of
Mrs.
Aubrey
and
17-year
-old
foothills of the Blue Ridge
Eddyville youth.
and
played little league, Babe Ruth and high school ball until he was 18,
p.m.at the Green Plain Church of
provided
that
union
railroads
Mountains was purchased for Murray Route Six; one son, Ron Christ, where she was a member,
Irvin A. Gilson III, 17, was men already on the job could be
Ray
always got along with the players and coaches, tryed hard to win but
Jasper,
Three,
an undisclosed amount Sunday Giles of Route
vrithBro. Henry Hargis and Bro. listed in satisfactory condition held over an extra eight hours.
was
always
able to take a loss and play again. Ray is still interested in the
in Western Baptist Hospital in
by Tiffany and Co., which Ala.; nine grandchildren; four Robert Ursey officiating.
Therefore, some priority trains
program
for the youth of Murray, Calloway County, and is now
Baseball
grandchildren.
great
Paducah
late today paralyzed
called it the largest and finest
Serving as pallbearers were
conceivably could be kept runcoaching a group of small boys putting in many hours per season with
cut emerald ever mined in
present deacons and elders and from the waist down resulting ning into the afternoon
North America.
them. I know if Ray is elected he will be interested in seeing and helping
past elders of the Green Plain from a spinal injury suffered
Supervisory personnel and
in the 4 p.m. accident.
Tiffany bought the emerald
Church of Christ.
the young.people of the District become strong young men and women
crews already on duty concenAccording to Trooper James trated on getting livestock and
from the president of Emerald
Active pallbearers were Paul
and will do all in his power to see they do.
Forest Inc., owner of the Rist
Brandon, John Brinkley, Gerald Potter, the accident occurred perishable freight to storage
I have seen Ray advance from grade school to high school to college. I
when
the
Gilson
Mine at Hiddenite, N.C. Wayne
vehicle
went points.
Coles, Frank Pool, Rex Enoch,
out
of
have
seen Ray proudly wear the cap and gown as a graduate of Murray
control
while passing
Anthony, of Lincolnton, N.C.,
and Billy Joe Stubblefield.
found the jewel at the mine in
High school and Murray State University. Ray is a qualified teacher and
Honorary pallbearers were another car and struck an oncoming automobile driven by
August, 1970.
Dewey Grogan, Rudy Dunn,
has taught In both City and County School system, as substitute teacher. I
Joseph Ward Johnson, 57, 204
ard Curd, Jamie Harrell, Park Ave.,
know
Ray is interested in Better Schools and will do all he can to make the
Fulton.
Cbhamp toper
Pat Thompson, Macon White, The trooper
schools
of our district better.
said
Gilson
apparAKOKA, Japan 1UPII-ShigeA rally will be held in behalf of
Charles Stubblefield, M W. ntly lost control
after
he
I
know
Ray to be a Clean Christian man, taking a part in the church
had
Carroll
Hubbard
at
10:30
ru Kawamura, 31, won AkaoSenator
Taylor, and Fred passed another
Henry,
vehicle
teaching a Sunday School Class for several years, I know if he is elected
ka's annual speed drinking
Enoch, the later two being past he was attempting to and while a.m. Saturday, May 22, at
get hack Milburn in Carlisle County. He is
contest Sunday by drinking
elders of the church.
Representative he will do all within his power to make and to keep
into his lane. He said the
nearly half a gallon of rice win
Interment was in the Murray vehicle skidded sidewaysGilson a candidate for re-election in the
and our District a clean and decent place to raise his children
Kentucky
into
in 19 seconds.
Cemetery with the arrangements the southbound Johnson
May 25th Democratic primary.
grandchildren.
and
our
vehicle
Kawamura, a factory worker,
Milburn is the birth place and
by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
According to the trooper, the
I have been associated with Ray in business for several years, I have
competed against seven men
Home.
engine from the Gilson car sep- former home of Senator Hubfound
him Honest, Fair and Trustworthy in all his dealings. Ray is now,
former
Addle
mother,
the
and one woman before 1,50(
Mrs. Nix, age 73, died Saturday arated from the frame and caow bard's
spectators. He consumed one
at 8:30 a.m, at the Murray- to rest approximately 30 vards Beth Shelton.
serving his second term as president of the Murray Board of Realtors.
Co-chairmen for the event are
sho of sake so fast that he beat
Calloway County Hospital. Her away from ,the accident sronc
This indicates the high esteem in which his associates hold him. I know if
the record set last year by
Tommy Coil, Mrs. Martha Jean
husband, Wells Nix, died July 30, in a field.
Ray is elected he will be interested in promoting this district and doing
equals
Johnson
Bardsho
Cosby,
of
and two other ca-nii. Woods and Gail
seven seconds. One
1967. She was born in Henry
everything
in his power to secure new industry and promote what we
pants
of
his automobilp. his w.f, well, James E. Shelton of
nty, Tenn., on December 29,
.469 gallons.
already have.
1897, and her parents were the Sara and Walter Damors, re- Milburn,and Creston Shelton and
BRIEFINGS STOPPED
ate Benjamin Hopkins and ceived minor injuries
Ray was born and raised in town but when he bought a home he chose
Calvin Shelton of Melber, cousins
rtha Shaw Hopkins.
LONG BINH, Vietnam ( UPI)
of Hubbard.
the rural area. Ray is interested in farm life, his wife Romona being a
Survivors are three sons, Ben
-The U.S. Amy's Third
daughter of one of the prominent farm families of Trigg County. I know
ix of Murray Route Two, DRAG() INJURED
BIG TREAT
Regional Assistance Command
Brook
that if Ray is elected he will serve the Farmer well.
UPD-The
(
CHICAGO
rdiman Nix and Rupert Nix, KANSAS CITY,
TRAC said today it has
Mo
I'l - field Zoo's 4-month-old Kodiak
I think! know Ray Roberts better'than any other person knows him. I
th of Murray; one daughter, Dick Drago,
discontinued its monthly back- NONE SOLD YET I),
leading the Flan.,as
0.(11thoi
bear cubs got a birthday party
knolrhim to be a good son, a good father, a good husband, a good Honest,
Mrs.. Ruby Call .of Princeton: City Royals' pitching
round briefings for newsmen.
staff with today, complete with "cake."
two sisters, Mrs Nell Sutton of a 4-1 record,
Maj. George E. Martin,
Capable Christian business man, I am willi9g to trust my future in his
suffered a pulled The "cake" consists of
".“
-r 111,1n
Iii1:i4.1.
ansfield, Tenn , and Mrs hamstring muscle
information officer, said the
hands.
I know all these things about Ray because I am his father, Hoyt
Sunda.,
germ,
wheat
meat,
in sausage,
lel
tillite
ssie Burton of Dyersburg, the first game of a
step was being taken because
doublehead- commercially prepared "bear
Roberts.
Give a young man a chance Vote For Ray Roberts May 25th
Civrinn,,t1
m
one
enn.;
the
brother, Clyde, er with the (Oakland
oL detlining interest in
Athloirs: liars," flowers, apples, fish
the.
opkins of Chicago. lH , six
briefings, which were trimmed
ck
r
tads, whipped cream and wild
randchildren; nine great Drago will be sideline41 !,rfrom twice monthly to once a '11
al blueberry frosting and carrots
ha•
!ir,t14.
.1t
randchildren
indefinite
period
. Tait! Political ‘d%ertisementi
month last fall.
,
for candles.
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